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SYNOPSIS 
The operating environment of a Tactical Command and Control system is a highly tense one 
in which the operator needs to perform certain complex tasks with minimum confusion, and 
be able to obtain an instant response from the system. Since many of the systems designed 
for these types of environments are similar in nature with regard to the user-interface, a need 
has arisen to try and standardise certain elements of the systems. 
This report looks specifically at standardising certain graphical display element and operator 
input device interfaces. It investigates the problem from a systems design level, identifying 
the elements required and their associated functions, discussing the results of work already 
undertaken in this field, and making recommendations on the use of the elements. 
The main objective to standardising the Man-Machine Interface (MMI) design elements is to 
make the code easily transferable between different hardware platforms. To transfer the code, 
one would ideally like to change only the interface code to the new platform, in particular, 
the interface to a different set of operator input devices and a different type of graphics card. 
Various topics related to the standardisation process are discussed, including a description 
of MMI design, some definitions of tactical command and control environment subjects, and 
a look at code reusability, rapid prototyping of systems, and object-oriented design. 
The first major requirement of the standardisation process is the design of the graphical MMI 
display elements that are identified as being common to the various systems. This design 
includes the definition of co-ordinate systems, and an investigation of the use of colour to 
encode different meanings for groups or types of display elements, and the colours used for 
the different system modes of operation. The graphical MMI elements identified as being 
common to the various systems under investigation include: soft-buttons, totes, message bars, 
Plan Position Indicators (PPis) and information boxes. 
The second major requirement of the standardisation process is the identification of the 
operator input devices and the design of their interfaces. The input devices identified as being 
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common to the various systems under investigation include: a keyboard, softkeys, a joystick, 
and a touchpanel. Related to the design of the input device interfaces, is the design of input 
device event queues that handle all the inputs from the various devices, and convert these 
inputs into system events that can be handled by the system state-machine. Configuration files 
are used to enable the code to run on various hardware platforms that have either different 
types of input devices, or a different method of interfacing to the devices. Various hardware 
configurations and interfaces have been used to date. One of these configurations is a PC 
prototyping environment with a mouse and an IBM keyboard as input devices, using a PC 
serial port and the keyboard input. Another is a Multibus II (MBII) environment with an 
alpha-numeric STORM keyboard, STORM keypad softkeys, a joystick and a touchpanel as 
input devices, using serial input ports and MBII message passing . 
The system operation as a whole is based on a scheduler, input device interrupts, and state-
machines. The two main system state-machines are the logic-and-control state-machine, which 
interfaces with the system sensors , and the user-interface state-machine, which is discussed 
in this report. The user-interface state-machine uses displayed menus as the state-machine 
states, and decodes operator inputs into events for the state-machine, each of which has its 
own action function. 
To illustrate the success of the standardisation design process, examples are given of systems 
already designed, and of work in progress. Photographs are used to illustrate the display 
screens and operator input devices used, and to give an indication of screen layouts and 
colour codings used . 
From system design work already undertaken, the transportability of the software between 
different hardware platforms and system configurations has been successfully performed a 
number of times. This has made possible the use of low-cost PC-platform prototyping to 
speed up the design process, and has allowed frequent meetings with the users to obtain their 
comments during this design process. Recommendations arising from this work include the 
investigation of using other programming languages and packages that may speed up the 
design process even further. It is also recommended that the systems designed be observed 
under actual operating conditions. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange. 
Bit Boolean piece of information, either 0 or 1. 
Byte Made up of 8 bits. 
C3 Command, Control and Communications. 
COM Port Personal Computer Communications Port. 
COMl PC Communications Port 1. 
COM2 PC Communications Port 2. 
DA Designation Assembly. 
GUI Graphical User-Interface. 
HCI Human-Computer Interaction. 
IBM International Business Machines. 
MBII Multibus II. 
MMI Man-Machine Interface. 
NDC Normalised Display Co-ordinates . 
PC Personal Computer. 
PCB Printed Circuit Board. 
Pixel A point of display on a computer screen. 
PPI Plan-Position Indicator. 
RGI Raster Graphics Interface. 
SKINT STORM Keypad Interface. 
SRCU System Resources Control Unit. 
STORM Brandname of final system keyboard and keypads used. 
TIGA Texas Instruments Graphics Adapter. 
UI User-Interface. 
Word Made up of 2 bytes. 
2-d Two-dimensional. 
KEYWORDS 
Tactical Command and Control, Man-Machine Interface, User-Interface, Standardisation, 
Prototyping, Reusability. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background 
The operating environment of a Tactical Command and Control system is a highly 
tense one in which the operator needs to perform certain complex tasks with minimum 
confusion, and be able to obtain an instant response from the system. In order to 
design effective Command and Control systems, one has to look at the specific 
environment in which they have to operate, taking into account the functional 
requirements of the systems, the operators themselves, and the types of systems they 
are accustomed to using. 
Since many of the systems designed for these types of environments are similar in 
nature with regard to the user-interface (UI), a need has arisen to try and standardise 
certain elements of the systems. This standardisation affects the system as a whole, 
from the actual console housing, to the hardware plug-in printed circuit boards 
(PCBs), to the types of operator input devices and man-machine interface (MMI) 
display elements. Standardisation f system equipment and layout is also 
recommended in MIL-STD-1472D on Human Engineering Design Criteria for 
Military Systems, Equipment and Facilities [27]. This standardisation refers to the 
common functions of all the equipment [27]. 
1.2. Scope 
This report looks specifically at standardising certain graphical display element 
interfaces, and the operator input device interfaces. The report will look at the 
problem from a systems design level, identifying the elements required and their 
associated functions, discussing the results of work already done in this field, and 
making recommendations on the effective use of the elements. The systems design 
approach involves a study of the problem , and a definition of the requirements in 
pseudo-code format, as would be set out in a preliminary design document according 
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to DOD-STD 2167A [l]. No actual code is listed in the body of the report, but 
sample code from work done usi ng the recommended standard features and functions 
is given in the appendices. 
By standardising the MMI design elements, only the interfaces to the different 
hardware platforms have to be changed when the software is transferred between 
different platforms. These changes are specifically with respect to the graphics 
interface, and the interfaces to the various operator input devices. 
1.3. Overview 
The report starts by giving some background to the project, and discussing some 
related topics. Included in this background section is a description of MMI design, 
along with definitions of some of the terms used. The section then gives a brief 
description of a typical tactical command and control operating environment for 
which this investigation is intended. Three topics related to the standardisation process 
are discussed. The first topic covers the concepts and advantages of software 
reusability and maintainability as related to standardising software and software 
interfaces. The second topic is that of rapid prototyping of MMI systems, which is 
a useful tool for obtaining user feedback during the design stages of good user-
interfaces. The third topic briefly dicusses object-oriented design. 
Before describing the standard interfaces designed, an explanation is given of the 
different hardware configurations and platforms used, along with a description of 
the various interfaces required between the system and the graphics card, and between 
the system and the operator input devices. 
When designing a graphical user-interface, thought has to be given as to how the 
different display information databases relate to the actual display routines in terms 
of where elements are to be displayed on the screen. This gives rise to the need for 
co-ordinate system interface definitions for the interfaces between database positional 
information, and display routine positional information. The choice of co-ordinate 
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systems is discussed. 
The first major requirement of the standardisation process involves the design of 
graphical :MMI elements that are identified as being common to various systems. 
These elements include soft-buttons, totes, message bars, plan-position indicators 
(PPls) and information boxes. A description of these common MMI elements is given, 
as is a list of their required attributes and functions. 
The use of colour plays a major role in the design of user-friendly user-interfaces. 
Different colours are used, for example, to group similar operations together, and to 
indicate the current system state and available operations to the operator. A discussion 
of the use of colour coding in MMI design is given, along with the choices of 
standard colours and their meanings for the systems under investigation. 
The systems under investigation all have vanous modes of operation, such as 
operational and maintenance modes , in which such things as the rules of colour may 
differ slightly. These modes of operation are briefly discussed, with special emphasis 
on the different colour coding used. 
The second maJor requiremen t of this investigation is the standardisation of the 
operator input device interfaces that have been identified as being common to the 
various systems. These input devices include a keyboard, softkeys, a joystick, and a 
touchpanel. A description of these common operator input devices is given, as is a 
list of their required attributes and functions. 
Part of the operator input device element design is the design of input device event 
queues to handle all the inputs from the various devices, and convert these inputs into 
system events that can be handled by the system state-machine. The required event 
queues are identified, and the functions needed to match the inputs to the display 
elements are discussed. 
In order to design a system that can run on more than one hardware platform without 
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it being necessary to re-compile the code, use is made of configuration files. These 
files are read by the program at startup to indicate to the system what platform and 
combination of devices is being used, so it knows how to handle the graphics and 
operator input. A discussion of the types of configurations used is given, along with 
sample configuration files. 
The whole user-interface is controlled using state-machine drivers. Each state of 
these state-machines is the current displayed information. The events of the state-
machine are as a result of operator input device events. The actions of the state-
machine result in system operations being performed, and the displayed information 
changing to the next state. A brief description is given of the state-machine driver 
used for the systems under investigation, along with a template for the driver. 
To round off the investigation into the standardisation of various MMI elements and 
input device interfaces, a discussion is given of work already done using the 
standards, along with a few sample display screens and code listings. 
Finally, conclusions on the success of the design and interface standardisation are 
drawn, and recommendations on further improvements and work are given. 
1.4. Limitations 
The work described in this report was done as part of various project teams, working 
on several different MMI system projects. The author's contribution to the projects 
included the following: the design and layout of the MMis, the design of PC 
prototype MMI systems, the design of the user-interface state-machine driver, the 
design and coding of the drivers for, and interfaces to operator input devices, and all 
the logical functionality of user interaction with display elements. Other team 
members were responsible for the actual specifications of co-ordinate systems, the 
coding of graphics drivers and interfaces for high level graphics systems, and for all 
the interface code providing interaction with the system sensors. Thus, as the topic 
of MMI design is complex, only certain aspects can be covered in a report like this. 
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2. RELATED TOPICS 
2.1. Man-Machine Interface Design 
A good user-interface is vital to any system, as it is the first point of contact a 
customer has with the system. An unfriendly user-interface will influence the 
customer's opinion of the rest of an otherwise good system. When designing user-
interfaces, one must bear in mind the needs and abilities of the individual users [2]. 
User-interface software design can be complex, as it must monitor and control many 
devices, each of which is sending streams of input events to the system [3]. Stringent 
requirements are usually placed on system performance requirements such that the 
user perceives no lag between his actions and the system's response [3]. 
Some of the terms used in the design process can be used interchangeably, as will be 
done in this report. These include the terms Man-Machine Interface and User-
Interface, and the terms operator and user. 
When designing user-interfaces , thought has to be given to the type of interface as 
related to the types of users. User-interfaces for systems such as software packages 
and terminals are usually designed with on-line help facilities available at the push of 
a button, or the logical flow of operation indicates to the user the next function to 
perform. This reduces the need for intensive user training, as most users will easily 
be able to find their way around the system. 
For systems that are to operate in a Command and Control environment, however, the 
user-interface is designed differently, in that no on-line help facilities are available. 
Because of the high level of tension present during operation, the system is designed 
to help the user by offering him only the choices available at a particular time. As all 
operators undergo intensive operator training courses on all the systems, help facilities 
are not really a requirement. 
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Consistency of the user-interface design is an important factor in its useability within 
an environment [4, 22]. If operators are required to use multiple interfaces within the 
same operating environment, consistent design aids their task considerably, leading 
to a higher performance level with fewer operator errors [4]. Users can become 
frustrated if systems do not behave understandably and logically, and consistency in 
the MMI design helps to avoid this frustration [5]. 
Ergonomics and common sense also play a part in user-interface design. This is 
especially true when deciding on the position of graphical elements and frequently 
used operations on the display in relation to the position of the operator and the 
operator input devices. 
2.2. Tactical Command and Control Operating Environments 
A Tactical Command and Control environment is one in which a central operator-
controlled console is used by an operator to monitor and control an entire system. It 
is a real-time operating environment [6] that is extremely tense. The operator must 
constantly be kept informed of the current system state in as non-confusing a manner 
as possible in order for him to make the best decisions on what operations need to be 
performed. 
Freiden [7] gives various definitions related to command, control and communications 
(C3) systems, defining C3 as "The knowledgeable exercise of authority in 
accomplishing military objectives and goals". The following definitions as given by 
Freiden [7] are relevant to the tactical command and control environment under 
discussion: 
1) Command is the functional exercise of authority, based upon knowledge, to 
attain an objective or goal. 
2) Control is the process of verifying and correcting activity such that the 
objective or goal of command is accomplished. 
3) Tactical refers to narrowly defined methods of accomplishing objectives en 
route to a strategic goal. Normally a number of tactics make up a single 
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strategy. 
4) Operator Displays provide sensor data and enable the operator to enter, 
readout, and make use of computer data via graphics and alphanumeric 
displays. 
The heart of a good Tactical Command and Control system is a good MMI or user-
interface. The task of the MMI is to keep the operator informed of the state of the 
various system elements (sensors, weapons, etc), and to provide him with adequate 
operations to control the operation of these system elements. The operators have to 
be able to make quick decisions under stressful circumstances based primarily on the 
information available to them on the MMI. Thus, this information has to be of such 
a nature that it is easily interpreted by the operators. 
Some points given by Huckle [8] to be considered when designing MMis for 
command and control applications include: 
1) Allowing user participation in the design to make use of their knowledge and 
expenence. 
2) Symbols and colours should be used in such a way as to make the user-
interface readable. 
3) The amount of information presented to the user at any one time should be 
kept to a minimum. 
4) A special interface for operator training may be appropriate. 
2.3. Software Reusability 
Reusability relates to the ease with which software can be modified to reflect changes 
in system design specifications . The whole drive behind the requirement for 
standardising the design of MMI elements and user input devices within the described 
command and control operating environment is so that the design effort is not wasted 
on each new project, and the ideas and code can be reused on subsequent projects. 
This saves both time and money, as new projects can use previous work and be 
completed sooner. The goals of reuse as given by Tracz [9], are "to improve 
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productivity, reliability, schedule, and reduce maintenance costs by exploiting what 
has been learned and used for similar programs in the past" . 
As described by Agresti and McGarry [10], and by Sommerville [2], designing 
reusable software has the following benefits: 
1) Productivity is increased [10], and development time decreased [2] as the 
designer can use existing components. 
2) Reliability is better guaranteed, as the components reused have been proven 
in previous systems [10,2]. 
3) Overall risk is reduced by reusing components that have already been 
developed and tested [2]. 
4) Consistency of design is encouraged by reusing the same components in many 
places, reducing the need for redesigning new untested components [10]. This 
means that organisational standards can be incorporated in the reusable 
components [2]. For example, if a number of applications present users with 
menus, reusable menu components mean that all applications can present the 
same menu formats to the users [2]. This is the most important benefit that the 
command and control standardisation is trying to achieve. 
5) Manageability of a project is made easier by using known components whose 
behaviour and reliability is already understood [10]. 
6) Reuse helps with standardisation, as the components are already available at 
the time of writing specifications [10]. 
In effect, the concept of reuse leads to standardisation, as code that is frequently 
reused becomes standard to the systems. 
Related to the design of reusable code is the subject of maintainability. Designing 
code for reuseability within si milar systems also means that the code should be more 
maintainable. Once the elements and their associated functions and attributes have 
been identified, standardised and properly documented, these elements can be coded 
into the language required by the current system. Samples of elements that have 
already been coded can be kept in a library for reuse by other designers with the same 
requirements. Systems designed using the standard elements are easily maintainable, 
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as the code has usually been used and tested in previous systems where problems and 
faults have been ironed out and documented. 
An aid to writing reusable software is the use of object-oriented design [9]. Each 
reusable element of the design can be written as an object to be initialised with 
different parameters depending on the current application it is being used for. 
2.4. Rapid Prototyping 
"Prototyping is the process of building a working model of a system or part of a 
system" [11]. Prototyping is used in engineering to obtain an early version of a 
product or system, and is critical in the design and development of user interfaces that 
are of high technical quality [12]. It is a very valuable technique for helping to 
establish system requirements [2, 25]. The objective of a prototype is to clarify the 
characteristics and operation of a product or system by constructing a version that can 
be exercised. Prototyping aids the design process when user's requirements for the 
system are not well understood. The prototype attempts to present the user with a 
relatively realistic view of the system as it will eventually appear. Users are thus able 
to relate what they see in the form of a prototype directly to their requirements [13]. 
The advantages and benefits of using prototypes during system design include [12, 13]: 
1) Obtaining valuable user feedback early in the design process [12, 14], which 
leads to improved functional requirements [13,14]. 
2) Operator performance data can be collected within the context of the specific 
application [ 12], which leads to improved inter-action requirements [ 13]. 
3) The prototype provides a common point for user-interface designer-developer 
communication so that problems can be identified early in the development 
process [12], which leads to the easier evolution of requirements [13]. 
4) Quick modification for iterative design and test is encouraged, providing a 
potent opportunity for an improved user interface. 
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Figure 1 illustrates prototyping m the software process [2], where iteratively 
developing and evaluating a prototype leads to the system specifications and design. 
-., r ..., r ..., r 
Establish Develop 
-
Evaluate ; Specify 
outline spec. prototype prototype system 
'-
,, 
'- ~ '- ~ ~ 
Components I t I 
! 
r -.., r ..., Qesign and 
1mp1ereent Validate 
sys em system 
_,I 
t I 
Figure 1: Prototyping in the Software Process 
When designing a system that emphasises the MM! and how the operator interfaces 
with the system , there is a need to have frequent meetings with the users during the 
system design stages to gain feedback from them on what they feel about the design. 
These meetings give rise to the need for a rapid prototyping capability which allows 
the programmer to change the MMI elements in accordance with the user's comments. 
A prototype user-interface is much more effective than documentation and drawings 
for defining the final system specifications. Development through prototyping is an 
iterative process, as with each prototype new features are demonstrated and comments 
obtained from the user. Changes made as a result of previous comments are reviewed, 
and new changes are made as required. If the final iteration of the prototype is 
functionally complete and technically sound, it may actually become the operational 
system [15, 22]. 
As described earlier, the standardising of the MMI elements should only require the 
rewriting of the interfaces to the graphics card and to the various operator input 
devices. This makes rapid prototyping relatively easy. It is usually easier to create a 
prototype in a PC environment instead of on the final operating hardware platform. 
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This serves two purposes. Firstly, the MMI design can be done in parallel to the 
design of the hardware platform, and secondly, the prototype can be taken to the user 
to gain their input on any changes they would like to see, instead of them having to 
wait for the whole system to be operational. Prototyping also needs to be done early 
in the project so as to obtain user feedback before the requirements specification 
document is finalised. Based on user feedback, the requirements specification can be 
revised for the final system design. 
Prototype systems can also be used for training, as certain aspects of the MMI can be 
shown with a prototype system while the complete system is still being completed or 
installed. 
2.5. Object-Oriented Design 
Object-oriented design refers to the way in which software is organised as a collection 
of discrete objects, each of which incorporates its own data structures, and has its 
own behaviour [26]. An object-oriented design approach is a useful tool for user-
interface design, as each display element and input device can be represented and 
coded as a separate object, to be initialised with different parameters depending on the 
current application it is being used for. 
Object-oriented design provides many advantages for the design process. Once objects 
have been properly defined, tested and documented, they can be stored in a library 
for use in future projects. Thus, objects can be reused from the library as building 
blocks in new projects [21,23]. This reuse results in the system development process 
being speeded up, allowing rapid prototyping to take place [21]. 
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3. HARDWARE CONFIGURATIONS AND INTERFACES 
The main drive behind the standardisation requirement is so that code written for any 
one system is reusable with other systems that may reside on different hardware 
platforms. The transfer capability of the code also enables easy design and prototyping 
on a PC. 
3.1. Hardware Configurations 
Two main hardware configurations are used, namely a PC development and 
prototyping configuration, and the main system configuration residing on a Multibus 
II (MBII) platform. 
The PC development and prototyping configuration consists of a 14-inch monitor 
using VGA graphics, and operator input devices of an IBM keyboard plugged into the 
PC keyboard input, and a PC mouse plugged into the PC serial port. This 
configuration is shown in Figure 2. 
I
E 
14" VGA 
Monitor 
1 
ii j 
-a 
..... 
«! 
-c u .... 
«! 
</) u () PC .c «! Cl. 
.... 
«! <I> 
..... Cl) Cl 
~ u 
Cl a.. 
> 
Input COM1 
PC Mouse 
IBM Keyboard 
Figure 2: PC development and prototyping hardware 
configuration . 
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The MBII final system platform configuration consists of a 19-inch monitor using high 
level RGI TIGA graphics, and various operator input devices. These input devices 
interface to the system via serial ports on the MBII cards. The input devices consist 
of a joystick and a touchpanel, which interface directly to the serial inputs, and a 
STORM keyboard and set of STORM keypad softkeys, which interface to the serial 
inputs via a SKINT PCB. The MBII hardware configuration is shown in Figure 3. 
~ 
3.2. Code Layers 
19 " 
Monitor 
~ 
DID S~C~T STORM Keypads 
"U 
:0 
(.) 
"' 0 
:;: 
c. 
~ 
0 
(5 
a; 
MBI I 
RACK ~ 
Q) 
en 
11111111111 s~c~T 
STORM Keyboard @ -----""'" 
I I Joystick TouchPanel r------ ----,..., 
Figure 3: MBII hardware configuration. 
The system comprises a layer of standard code modules that interface to the hardware 
via interface code module layers. In the case of the graphics, the main program places 
all display items in a display server, which interfaces via the display driver to the 
graphics card. In the case of the operator input devices, each device interfaces to the 
program code using its own device driver, which places decoded input events into 
event queues for handling by the program. When transferring code between hardware 
platforms, only the interface code should change, the rest of the code must be system 
independent. These system layers are shown in Figure 4. 
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,' Device ,' 
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Code 
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/ Interface / 
/ Code / 
I I , ______________ / 
Figure 4: Graphical representation of the code layers and 
interfaces. 
3.3. Interfaces 
There are two main sets of interface code required, namely the input device interface 
code, and the graphics driver interface code. 
The input device interface code must interface to the various operator input devices 
used for the different hardware platforms. In the PC configuration, interfaces are 
required to the PC serial ports for mouse inputs, and to the IBM keyboard input. In 
the MBII configuration, interfaces are required to the serial ports of the MBII cards 
into which the input devices are plugged . Figure 5 shows the interfaces between the 
system and the operator input devices. 
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Figure 5: Interfaces between the system and the operator 
input devices. 
In the PC configuration, the graphical interface is to a VGA graphics card that 
displays the MMI on a 14-inch monitor. The MBII final system configuration uses an 
RGI Tiga graphics card that displays the MMI on a 19-inch monitor. Figure 6 shows 
the interface between the system and the graphics card. 
SYSTEM 
SOFTWARE 
Graphics 
Interface 
Driver 
-------
/, ' 
/ Graphics \ 
' Card / 
',...... -/ .... ______ _ 
Display 
Monitor 
Figure 6: Interface between the system and the graphics card. 
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4. COI\IMON GRAPHICAL Ml\1I ELEMENTS 
As a result of studying existing command and control systems in the operating 
environment, and after discussions with users and operators, certain common MMI 
elements, system operations and future requirements became evident. 
The design of the standard MMI objects that were identified starts with the definition 
of all the functions that are required by the objects. These functions then give rise to 
the structures and variables required by the objects, and header files can be designed 
and coded to provide the correct information. 
Graphical MMI elements iden tified as being common to all the systems in the 
operating environment include soft-buttons, totes, message bars, PPis, PPI elements, 
and information boxes. Most of the MMI objects have both graphical and logical 
operations associated with them. For systems written in languages like C+ + that 
directly support object-oriented programming, the split between graphical and logical 
operations is easily achieved using the inheritance property of classes. For systems 
written in languages such as normal C, the split is less easily achieved, and both 
attributes are usually combined into one file. 
The following sections deal with each of the standard MMI objects identified. A short 
description of each object is given, followed by a description of all the functions that 
must be provided by the objects. As the sections of this document dealing with the 
graphical and input device elements are in the form of a requirements specification, 
the required functions are listed in pseudo-code, along with descriptions of their 
operation. Sample code listings of some of the actual system module header files are 
given in Appendix B and Appendix D. 
In order to design the graphical MMI elements, co-ordinate systems have first to be 
defined to handle the interfaces between the databases and the display. The co-ordinate 
systems are described before the graphical elements and their functions are defined. 
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4.1. Co-ordinate Systems 
As part of the standardisation process, a common co-ordinate system had to be defined 
that is independent of the graphics platform, screen size, etc. This is so that the 
functions of the standard MMI elements can be designed and coded independent of the 
graphics platform of the final systems. Thus, only a new graphics driver needs to be 
coded for a new platform instead of the whole display database needing recoding. 
A co-ordinate system was designed in which all positions and dimensions of MMI 
elements are specified in Normalised Display Co-ordinates (NDCs) . These NDCs 
define the bottom left of any di splay as the origin , independent of the screen 
orientation or where the screen origin is [5]. An NDC point is made up of a 
horizontal (h) and a vertical (v) component. Any calls made by the MMI elements to 
the graphics driver routines pass NDCs to these routines . The graphics driver that is 
written for each particular graphics platform then has to manage the conversions from 
NDCs to pixels depending on that particular graphics system , the screen size used, 
and the screen orientation. The pixel origin, however, is fixed and is dependent on 
the screen orientation. A pixel point is made up of an x-component and a y-
component. Figure 7 shows the di ffe rent di spl ay sizes and orientations used by the 
various systems. 
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Vertlc:al[ 
0%v 
0 h 
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100%vD 
Vertlc:alf 
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Horizon ta I 
h 
NOC DEFINITIONS 
Ondependent of screen 
alze or orientation) 
x 
Ox -- 1280x 
,,:lD 
LANDSCAPE ORIENTATION 
100'" 'i· 
280x 
PORTRAIT RIGHT 
ORIENTATION 
19" MONITOR PIXEL DEFINITIONS 
(dependent on acreen 
orientation) 
x 
ox--6.cox 
vloy0 
4SOy LANDSCAPE 
ORIENTATION 
480y ..:I,,y 
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PORTRAIT RIGHT 
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Figure 7: Different di splay sizes and orientations. 
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The operator input devices , such as the joystick and the touch panel, receive as their 
input, as a result of an operator action, a position in graphical pixels. This pixel 
position must then be converted by the input device drivers to NDCs so that the event 
can be processed by the code of the affected .standard elements, and matched with 
element positions in the database. 
4.2. Soft-Buttons 
4.2.1. Description 
Soft-buttons are used to perform operator system functions, providing various 
levels of menu functions for selection. Button selections are used as events for 
the system state-machine. The display positions of these buttons are required 
to match up to the softkey positions so that selection is possible via either the 
softkeys or the touch panel. 
The soft-buttons are di splay objects that have both logical and graphical 
attributes. The graphical attributes include such functions as the button's 
display position, the colour in which to display the button, and the button's 
label. The logical attributes include such functions as setting whether or not 
the button is available fo r selection , and the action function that must be called 
when a button is activated. This action function controls the state of the 
buttons. 
From the study of display and functional requirements, it was noted that 
different types of buttons would be required. These include buttons that can 
be divided into a maximum of 4 parts , each part having its own state and 
label. The button is still activated as a whole, and only has one action function 
associated with the whole button. The purpose of the different parts of a 
button would be to act as an indication of system states associated with the 
function of that button. For example, a button in the main menu that is used 
to call up the 'Range' submenu to set the required range would be a two part 
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button. The top half of the button would be displayed in white to indicate that 
the function is available for selection , with the label "RANGE", and the 
bottom half of the button would have a label indicating the current range that 
is selected, and would be displayed in green to show that it is selected. 
Figure 8 shows what displayed buttons typically look like, with the different 
parts, colours and labels. To make the button emulate a mechanical button 
push as closely as possible, the button has a graphical shadow around it. When 
a button is pushed, it is drawn in reverse video to emulate the button being 
depressed in and released out. 
BUTTON 
LABEL 
1-PART BUTTON 
LABEL 1 
3-PART BUTTON 
RANGE Unavailable 
D Available 
2-PART BUTTON Selected 
Fault 
4-PART BUTTON 
Figure 8: 1, 2, 3 and 4-part buttons in typical colours with text labels and outline 
shadows. 
4.2.2. Functions to Initialise a Button 
The following function is used to initialise the vanous types of buttons 
required. Once a button has been initialised, its displayed position does not 
change, even though it may be displayed or hidden as required. 
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i) BUTION Initiali se() 
This function is required to initialise a button with certain parameters. 
These parameters include the position at which the button is to be 
displayed, whether or not the button is active and available for 
selection, a pointer to the action function to be called on activation of 
the button, the number of parts the button is to have (1 to 4), the labels 
for each button part, and the state of each button part, which 
determines the background colour in which it is to be drawn. 
4.2.3. Functions to Handle Logical Button Attributes 
The following functions are used to perform logical button operations. It is 
noted that some of the graphical functions described in the next section, such 
as for the setting of button state and label, are also in part logical functions, 
as they are called by the system state-machine as well as by the graphics 
module, to determine present button states, and to set new states and labels. 
i) BUTION_Active() 
This function is required to access the button's active state. The state 
is set to TRUE if the button is active and available for selection, and 
to FALSE if the button is inactive and unavailable for selection. 
ii) BUTION Action() 
This function is required to access the pointer to the button's action 
function. This action function is called each time the button is activated 
as a valid state-machine event. 
iii) BUTION State() 
This function is required to access the state of a specified button part 
which indicates the background colour in which the button must be 
displayed. A change in button state is usually as a result of a button 
event in the state-machine. 
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iv) BUTTON Label() 
This function is required to access the label of a specified button part. 
A change in label is usually as a result of a button event in the state-
machine. 
4.2.4. Functions to Handle Graphical Button Attributes 
The following functions are used to perform graphical operations on the 
buttons, such as drawing and hiding the buttons. 
i) BUTTON Changed() 
This function is required to indicate that some feature of the button has 
changed and that a redrawing of the button is required. 
ii) BUTTON Draw() 
This function is required to draw the button according to its currently 
stored attributes. 
iii) BUTTON Hide() 
This function is required to hide a button by erasing it from the 
display . The button's attributes are still stored for redrawing the button 
when required. 
iv) BUTTON Pushed () 
This function is required to indicate that the button has been pushed, 
so that it can be redrawn in such a way as to simulate the depression 
of a mechanical button. 
v) BUTTON Inside() 
This function is required to determine if a given NDC point position 
on the screen fall s within the boundaries of the button's displayed 
position. 
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4.3. Totes 
4.3.1. Description 
A tote is a matrix-like box displayed on the screen to provide information on 
the states of various system elements in a tabular format. This information is 
held in a system scenario database. A tote may have access to more 
information than can be displayed at any one time, in which case scrolling 
functions are provided to scroll through all the available information. 
Figure 9 shows typically what a displayed tote looks like, with the different 
toteline colour codes, typical headings and displayed information. 
D Available Line 
Selected Line 
D Other Line 
Empty Line 
Figure 9: Graphical tote showing typical colours. 
The tote is a display object that has both logical and graphical attributes. The 
graphical attributes include such functions as the tote's display position, the 
colour in which to display the different elements of the tote, and the textual 
information to be displayed in the different tote elements. The logical 
attributes include such functions as setting which target's information to 
display in which toteline, and which toteline is currently selected. 
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4.3.2. Functions to Initialise a Tote 
The following function is used to initialise a tote according to the required 
attributes. 
i) TOTE Initialise() 
This function is required to initialise the tote with its display position, 
the number of rows and columns, and any headings. 
4.3.3. Functions to Handle Private Tote Attributes 
The following functions are used to perform private actions on the tote as a 
result of external function calls or events. 
i) TOTE SelectEntity() 
This function is required to set the state of the entity displayed in the 
specified toteline to selected or deselected in the scenario database. 
ii) TOTE AddEntityO 
This function is required to add a new entity to the tote by either 
placing it in an empty toteline, or by replacing the least important 
entity currently di splayed . 
iii) TOTE EntityAlreadylnToteO 
This function is required to determine if a specified entity is already 
displayed in the tote. 
4.3.4. Functions to Handle Logical Tote At.tributes 
The following functions are used to perform logical operations on the tote, 
such as scrolling. 
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i) TOTE™ScrollC) 
This function is required to handle the scrolling of information in the 
tote, both up and down. All the entities available for display are stored 
in a tote buffer, and are scrolled on and off the tote as required. 
ii) TOTE Empty() 
This function is required to determine if the tote is empty, ie: if there 
are any entities currently displayed in the tote. 
iii) TOTE EntitiesinBufferO 
This function is required to determine the total number of entities 
currently in the tote buffer. 
iv) TOTE Execute() 
This function is called by the schedul r each time the tote is scheduled 
to run. It allows for management of the tote elements in terms of 
entities that are no longer valid and need to be dropped from the buffer 
and the display, entities that have to be added to the buffer and 
displayed, entities that require selection or deselection, etc. 
4.3.5. Functions to Handle Graphical Tote Attributes 
The following functions are used to perform graphical operations on the tote, 
such as drawing and erasing it. 
i) TOTE Draw() 
This function is required to draw the entire tote. The function uses the 
entity numbers of each toteline to extract the relevant information on 
that entity from the scenario database for display in that toteline. The 
state of the entity as obtai ned from the database indicates in which 
colour to draw the toteline. 
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ii) TOTE Erase() 
This function is required to erase the whole tote from the display if the 
need arises. 
iii) TOTE™Inside() 
This function is required to determine inside which toteline a specified 
point position on the screen falls. 
4.4. Message Bars 
4.4.1. Description 
A message bar is a display object that presents a message to the operator 
inside a rectangular box in the desired colour associated with the type of 
message. Message bars are used to display prompt messages to aid the 
operator on what functio ns to perform next, error messages to indicate system 
faults or incorrect operator choices, and for general system state messages. 
Figure 10 shows typically what a displayed message bar looks like, showing 
the different colours associated with the different types of messages. 
Figure 10: Typical prompt message and error message bars in required colours. 
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4.4.2. Functions to Initialise a Message Bar 
The following function is used to initialise a message bar with the required 
attributes. 
i) MESSAGEBAR Initialise() 
This function is required to initialise the message bar with its display 
position, initial message, and background and text colours. 
4.4.3. Functions to Handle Logical Message Bar Attributes 
The following functions are used to perform logical operations on a message 
bar, such as scrolling through past messages. 
i) MESSAGEBAR Message() 
= 
This function is required to set a new message to be displayed with the 
required text and background colours. 
ii) MESSAGEBAR PromptMessageO 
This function is required to set a new prompt message to be displayed. 
The background and text colours are preset according to the prompt 
message colour rules. 
iii) MESSAGEBAR ErrorMessageO 
This function is required to set a new error message to be displayed. 
The background and text colours are preset according to the error 
message colour rules. 
iv) MESSAGEBAR Scroll() 
This function is required to handle the scrolling of the message bar if 
there are more messages in the message buffer. 
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4.4.4. Functions to Handle Graphical Message Bar Attributes 
The following functions are required to perform graphical operations on the 
message bar, such as drawing and erasing it. 
i) MESSAGEBAR Draw() 
This function is required to draw the message bar if any of its 
attributes has changed. 
ii) MESSAGEBAR™Erase() 
This function is required to make the message bar invisible by erasing 
it from the display. 
iii) MESSAGEBAR _ ChangePositionO 
This function is required to change the position of the message bar 
during program execution. 
4.5. Attributes Common to the Display Elements 
As can be seen from the above sections, many of the functions required by these 
common MMI graphical elements are in turn common to all the elements. For 
instance, all the elements require functions to set their positions, draw and erase them, 
set the background drawing colour and the text colour, set the actual text to be written 
inside the elements, and a functi on to determine if a point is inside the element or not. 
Depending on the design language used for a particular system, for example C+ +, 
it may be possible to combine all these common functions into one class or object, 
such as a 'TextBox' class. The MMI elements can then be derived from this textbox 
class, and can inherit the functions it supplies. 
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4.6. Other Common Display Elements 
It is noted that the scope of this investigation did not extend to the standardisation of 
screen elements other than those already described. That is, the investigation was 
concerned only with those screen elements that have distinct logical functions 
associated with them. Various other standard graphical elements are indicated here, 
but are not discussed in detail. 
4.6.1. Plan-Position Indicator (PPn 
The PPI is a circular area, usually in the centre of the screen, used to display 
raw radar video as received from a search radar. The current positions of the 
various system sensors and other information is displayed along with this raw 
radar video. The PPI display is then used by the operators to analyze 
situations and act accordingly. The following section describes some of the 
information displayed along with the r dar video in the PPI, and Figure 11 
shows a typical PPI display. 
4.6.2. PPI Elements 
PPI elements are objects that are displayed within the PPI radius itself. 
Figure 11 shows a typical PPI display with the common elements displayed in 
their respective colours. Elements that have been identified as being common 
to the various systems' PPis include: 
i) Compass Rose Rings 
A true compass rose is displayed in yellow or white on the outside 
circumference of the PPI, with labels every 10 degrees. A relative 
compass rose is displayed on the inside circumference of the PPI, and 
has a green arc on the starboard 180 degrees, and a red arc on the port 
180 degrees, each with labels every 10 degrees. 
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ii) Strobe and Cursor 
This consists of a line (strobe) radiating from the PPI centre to the PPI 
circumference indicating the cursor bearing, and a small circle (cursor) 
running along this vector indicating the cursor's current range. 
iii) Sensor Vectors and Symbols 
These are displayed inside the PPI and differ between the various 
systems depending on the sensors specific to those systems. The sensor 
vectors are lines radiating from the PPI centre to the range and bearing 
at which a sensor is currently looking. The sensor symbols are shapes, 
such as circles or triangles, that are drawn at the range and bearing at 
which the sensor is currently looking. 
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Figure 11: Typical PPI showing the common PPI elements. 
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4.6.3. Information Boxes 
These are boxes that can be displayed wherever required, and that hold various 
bits of information required by the operator, but not necessarily vital to the 
system's operation. They can thus be displayed in empty comers of the screen, 
as they do not have to be central to the operator's field of vision. Information 
boxes identified as being common to most systems include: 
i) Ship's Position Box 
·This is used to display the ship's current course and speed in the 
required units of measure of the specific system. A typical ship's 
position box is shown in Figure 12, displaying the information in the 
units for a particular system. 
Figure 12: Typical ship's position 
information box. 
ii) Cursor Position Box 
This is used to di splay the cursor's range and bearing within the PPI 
dependent on the current range setting, in the required units of measure 
of the specific system. A typical cursor position box is shown in 
Figure 13 , displaying the information in the units for a particular 
system. 
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Figure 13: Typical cursor position 
information box. 
4. 7.1. Rules for Colour Coding 
Colour coding is an important means of conveying information to people. It 
is also an efficient means of information transfer [16], as a user can easily 
associate colours with states rather than having to read detailed labels or 
information. Thus , colour encoding of display objects and groups of similar 
information improves user performance. 
In his article on rules of thumb for display colour coding, Rice [16] sets out 
10 rules of thumb to aid user-interface designers in the correct use of colours. 
Schneidermann [17] and Sutcliffe [18] also give some guidelines on the use of 
colour in user-interfaces. Some of the important rules and guidelines include 
the following: 
1) Colour coding can be used to: show status or significance [16,18], 
draw attention , order data, separate data, and to group or show 
similarities [18]. Such colour associations will ease the user's task 
[16]. 
2) The display background should be of a neutral colour so as not to 
detract the user's focus from the actual interface information [16]. 
3) The lighting of the environment in which the system operates is related 
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to the choice of display colours, and vice-versa [16]. 
4) The number of different colours used should be limited to prevent 
operator confusion [ 16, 17]. 
5) Colours should be used consistently [17]. 
6) Colour coding should take into account the expectations of the 
operators in terms of using everyday colours everyone is familiar with 
[22]. 
Another interesting concept in the choice of display colours, as indicated in 
many of the references, is that a significant percentage of the male population 
(8 % in the USA [ 16]) suffers from some form of colour blindness. Rice [16] 
suggests one solution is to use only certain colours that are visible to both 
colour-blind and normally sighted people. These colours include: blue, green 
(or white), red, cyan, and yellow-green. The effectiveness of colour choice 
obviously still depends on the type of colour blindness or colour perception 
present in an operator. 
As part of the standardisation process for this project, colour coding of various 
MMI elements to mean different things to an operator is very important. At 
a glance, the operator should be able to know what state the system is 
currently in by the colours that the various button functions, tote lines and 
message bars are displayed in. 
Examples of the use of colour in systems can be seen in the diagrams of 
Section 4 on the Common Graphical MMI Elements, and in the photographs 
shown in Section 8 on the Practical Implementation of the Standard Design 
Elements. 
4. 7.2. Soft-Button Colours 
Common MMI element background colours as related specifically to soft-
button system operations or functions that were identified include: 
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1) Grey, which denotes that a certain function or operation is currently 
unavailable for selection by the operator. 
2) White, which denotes that a certain function or operation is currently 
available for selection by the operator. 
3) Green, which denotes that a certain function or operation is currently 
selected or in progress, but may still be available for re-selection by 
the operator. 
4) Red, which denotes that there is an error with either a system function, 
or with part of the system itself. 
These colours were chosen on the basis of colour associations we encounter 
in everyday situations, such as green indicating 'OK', while red indicates a 
fault, and on the basis of colours commonly known to operators of older 
analogue systems. In the older systems, analogue switches were used for user 
input. These switches had back lighting to indicate certain element states, such 
as green for selected and white for available. A major drawback to the 
analogue systems is that the backlighting cannot indicate to the operator when 
an operation is unavailable. Thus operators have to learn the system, and from 
memory know what operations they can perform when. The analogue colours 
were also adopted in the colour standardisation, as they are logical and will 
aid users transferring to new systems. 
4. 7.3. Tote Colours 
Common MMI element background colours as related to tote information and 
operations that were iden tified include: 
1) Grey , which denotes that the line does not yet contain any information. 
2) White, which denotes that a line of information is available for 
selection by the operator. 
3) Cyan, which denotes that a line of information has been selected by the 
operator. 
4) Yellow, which denotes one other possible state of a line. 
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Older systems make use of separate monochrome monitors to display tote 
information, so the choices of colours are based on common-sense colour 
knowledge, and on input from the users. 
4.7.4. Message Bar Colours 
Common MMI element background colours as related to message bars were 
identified as: 
1) Grey, which denotes that no messages are currently to be displayed. 
2) Black, which denotes a prompt message, or a message of general 
information or reporting. 
3) Red, which denotes a message indicating a system error. 
Older systems do not have any form of message interfacing with the operator, 
so the choices of colours are based on common-sense colour knowledge, and 
on input from the users. 
4.8. System Modes of Operation 
4.8.1. Operational Mode 
This is the normal mode of system operation in which all the system functions 
are performed. The colour coding of the various MMI elements is as described 
previously, and sample operational mode screens are shown in Section 8 on 
the Practical Implementation of the Standard Design Elements. 
4.8.2. Maintenance Mode 
This mode of operation is entered by means of a certain keystroke combination 
and a password, thus enabling only authorised operators to access maintenance 
mode. From maintenance mode, the operator can return to operational mode 
with a single keystroke. 
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In maintenance mode, a series of sub-menus are provided allowing the 
operator to examine the state of various system elements. This mode serves as 
a helpful fault-finding tool, as by colour coding the various sub-menu buttons 
which relate to the system elements, the operator can easily identify the faulty 
element. 
The common colours identified for use in the maintenance mode include: 
1) Green, which denotes that the specific system element is functioning 
properly and is not faulty. 
2) Red, which denotes that the specific system element is faulty and can 
be replaced. 
3) Cyan, which denotes that the state of the specific system element 
cannot be determined, which may be an indication that it is faulty. 
4.8.3. Set.up Mode 
This mode is only avai lable for some systems, and allows the input of 
information related to certain system states that may otherwise not be available 
in the operational or mai ntenance modes . For example, if a particular sensor 
is not available, it may appear as faulty in the maintenance mode. An operator 
with rights to the setup mode would be able to enter this information into the 
system that the sensor is not currently available, and this would then be taken 
into account when reporting system states. 
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5. COM1\10N OPERATOR INPUT DEVICES 
Operator input devices are used by the operators to interact with the system by 
allowing them to select various MMI operations and for the selection of certain MMI 
elements. To decide what input devices are required , and to design their operations, 
thought needs to be given to the types of operations required by the system. 
Associated with the design of the operator input devices is the ergonomics involved 
as to where to position for instance the keyboard and the joystick in relation to each 
other and the MMI screen. When designing ergonomically, one must take into account 
the system operations that can be performed in relation to the devices needed for those 
operations. The position of the operator and the number of hands required at any one 
time to perform an operation must also be considered. 
Many of the MMI functions can be performed by more than one of the input devices. 
This is one of the system requirements identified so that in the event of one of the 
input devices failing , the system can still be operated using the other devices to 
perform the same function s. As this is a degraded mode of operation, the system 
operations affected may not be as easily performed, but will nevertheless be available 
to the operator. 
5.1. System Configurations 
Each operator input device has its own standard functions that it requires to operate. 
These functions are independent of the hard ware platform in which the system is 
housed, so when redesigning for a different system , only the interface to the hardware 
platform needs to be changed. 
Figure 14 shows a typical PC development and prototyping configuration, with a 
mouse and an IBM keyboard as the only operator input devices. This configuration 
usually uses a 14" monitor with VGA graphics. Figure 15 shows a typical final 
system operator console with STORM keyboard , STORM keypad softkeys, rollerball 
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and touchpanel as the operator input devices. The final system consoles usually use 
19" monitors and high-level graphics. 
Figure 14: Typical PC prototype configuration with mouse and IBM 
keyboard as operator input devices . 
• 
-
Figure 15: Typical final system operator console with keyboard, 
softkeys, rollerball and touchpanel as operator input devices. 
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The following sections describe the operator input devices that were identified as 
being common to the systems under investigation. The possible hardware 
configurations of the devices are discussed, and their required functions are listed in 
pseudo-code. Sample code listings of some of the header files for modules used in 
actual systems are given in Appendix C and Appendix E. 
5.2. Keyboard 
An alpha-numeric keyboard is used primarily for the selection of MMI elements by 
the input of their identification tags. The spacebar is used in conjunction with the 
joystick for PPI element selection. 
5.2.1. Keyboard Configurations 
The types of keyboards used can vary between the systems, but part of the 
standardisation process on the hardware side includes standardising the system 
keyboard. The standard keyboard used to date is the STORM keyboard that 
has a SKINT decoder PCB to convert its output to RS232 to interface to the 
system . The RS232 keyboard codes received by the system are converted into 
MBII messages which are received by the software keyboard driver, and have 
to be decoded into normal IBM keyboard codes for use by the rest of the 
program. In the early prototype systems, and for debugging, a normal IBM 
keyboard is used, and is plugged into the keyboard input socket of the PC. 
The normal PC keyboard interrupt is then used to read the keypresses in IBM 
ASCII and code values. In later PC prototype systems, it is sometimes 
necessary to plug the STORM keyboard into a PC serial port. In this case, the 
serial port's interrupt is used to receive the keyboard codes from the 
keyboard's SKINT PCB, which must again be decoded into IBM keyboard 
codes. 
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5.2.2. Keyboard Functions 
The following functions are the keyboard device driver functions used to 
perform the keyboard interface operations. 
i) KEYBOARD Ini tialise() 
This function is required to initialise the keyboard as specified in the 
input device configuration file. 
ii) KEYBOARD TRQHandler() 
This is the interrupt service routine for hardware configurations that 
use the IBM keyboard input. The routine obtains the ASCII and code 
values of a keypress, and calls the 'Events' module to store the result 
in the relevant event queue. 
iii) KEYBOARD MapSkintCodeO 
5.3. Joystick 
This function is required to match a character received from the 
STORM keyboard 's SKTNT PCB to its associated IBM keyboard key 
using a lookup table. 
A joystick is used primarily for navigating around the PPI to determine the positions 
of the system elements, and is also used in conjunction with the keyboard and the 
softkeys for the selection of MMI elements. In a degraded mode of operation, if the 
touchpanel and softkeys fail, the joystick is allowed outside the PPI for the selection 
of soft-buttons and other operations in conjunction with the keyboard spacebar. 
5.3.1. Joystick Configurations 
The types of joysticks, or positioning devices, used in different systems, and 
for prototyping and debugging, can vary. In most of the final systems, the 
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standard hardware velocity joystick is used, which sends messages to the 
software driver via MBII messages, which must then be decoded into 
positional information. In the PC prototype systems, and for debugging, a PC 
mouse is used instead of the system joystick. This mouse is plugged into one 
of the PC serial ports, and an RS232 interrupt is generated for events such as 
mouse movement or button pushes. For PC prototypes, the mouse buttons are 
used instead of the softkeys and touchpanel to generate button and toteline 
events, by positioning the mouse over the required display object to be 
activated, and pushing the button. In the actual system, the softkeys and 
keyboard spacebar are used in conjunction with the joystick position to activate 
events. 
5.3.2. Joystick Functions 
The following functions are the joystick device driver functions used to 
perform the joystick interface operations. 
i) JOYSTICK Initialise() 
This function is required to initialise the joystick as specified in the 
configuration file. 
ii) JOYSTICK IROHandlerO 
This is the interrupt service routine for hardware configurations that 
use the serial port of a PC. The routine obtains the co-ordinates of the 
joystick's movement , and calls the 'Events' module to store the result 
in the relevant event queue. 
iii) JOYSTICK GetPositionO 
This function is required to get the present pixel position of the 
joystick. This position is stored in the scenario database in NDCs to 
be used for event matching to displayed elements such as soft-buttons, 
and for displaying the current position in the cursor information box. 
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iv) JOYSTICK™SetPositionO 
This function is required to force the joystick to the specified position, 
for example if joystick movement is restricted to certain areas of the 
display. 
v) JOYSTICK Show() 
This function is required to set a variable allowing the cursor to be 
displayed each time its position in the scenario database is updated. 
vi) JOYSTICK Hide() 
5.4. Softkeys 
This function is required to set a variable to prevent the cursor being 
displayed each time its position in the scenario database is updated. 
Softkeys are used for the selection of MMI operations, and are placed at positions 
around the monitor as required by the particular system. The display positions of the 
graphical soft-buttons match the positions of the softkeys in order to provide a match 
for operations. 
5.4.1. Softkey Configurations 
Softkeys are not usually used in the early PC development and prototype 
systems, but only in the final operator console. In the PC environment, the 
IBM keyboard function keys are used to emulate the softkeys, and a match 
must be done between the function keys and the displayed button positions 
using a lookup table. In the odd case that the softkeys are used in the PC 
system, they are plugged into the PC serial port, and the RS232 interrupt is 
used to receive messages, which must also be decoded. 
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5.4.2. Softkey Functions 
The following functions are the softkey device driver functions used to 
perform the softkey interface operations. 
i) SOFTKEYS Initialise() 
This function is required to initialise the softkeys as specified in the 
configuration file. 
ii) SOFTKEYS TROHandlerO 
This is the interrupt service routine for the hardware configuration that 
uses the serial port of a PC. The routine obtains the keycode of a 
keypress, and calls the 'Events ' module to store the result in the 
relevant event queue. 
iii) SOFTKEYS MatchButtonO 
This function is required to match a softkey code to a displayed button 
position using lookup tables . A different lookup table is needed for 
each different hardware configuration (IBM function keys, softkeys 
plugged into PC serial port), as the codes received may be different. 
The result of the lookup table match is passed to the 'Events' module 
to be stored in the relevant event queue. 
5.5. TouchPanel 
A touchpanel is used as a one-touch positional input device to activate MMI 
operations, and to select displayed MMI elements. 
5.5.1. TouchPanel Configurations 
In the PC configuration, the touchpanel is plugged into a PC serial port and 
messages are received as an RS232 interrupt. In the final systems, the 
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messages are received on the multibus. In either configuration, the decoding 
of the message is the same, as the same number of bytes makes up the 
messages. 
5.5.2. TouchPanel Functions 
The following functions are the touchpanel device driver functions used to 
perform the touchpanel interface operations. 
i) TOUCHPANEL Initialise() 
This function is required to initialise the touchpanel as specified in the 
configuration file. 
ii) TOUCHPANEL Calibrate() 
This function is required to calibrate the touchpanel so that touchpanel 
positional events can be decoded into display screen pixel positions. 
The function is called at initialisation if the configuration file indicates 
that calibration is required , and during the system's maintenance mode 
of operation if the operator indicates that recalibration of the 
touchpanel is required . 
iii) TOUCHPANEL™SetModeO 
This function is required to change the mode of operation of the 
touch panel. The two modes of operation of the touchpanels used are 
either the single touch mode, where the cursor moves to the position 
touched and the fi nger must be raised before touching the screen again 
for the next event, or the stream mode, where the finger can be 
dragged across the screen and the cursor will follow. 
iv) TOUCHPANEL IROHandlerO 
This is the touch panel interrupt service routine that checks each byte 
received from the touch panel driver card, checks that the messages are 
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correctly received , and decodes the message into both a pixel and an 
NOC position. The result is sent to the Events module to be stored in 
the relevant event queue. 
5.6. Operator Input Device Event Queues 
The interface between the operator input devices and the system logic is by means of 
a series of event queues. Each time an input device event occurs, that event is 
decoded by an event module or object, and the result is placed in the appropriate 
event queue. For example, if the position of a push by the operator on the touchpanel 
matches the position of a particular button, then that button's number would be placed 
in the button queue. 
Thus, the types of common event queues that were identified are: 
1) Soft-button Event Queue, which holds the number of the soft-button position 
at which an event has occurred, independent of what operator input device 
generated the event. 
2) Toteline Event Queue, which holds the number of the toteline in which an 
event has occurred, independent of what operator input device generated the 
event. 
3) PPI Item Event Queue, which holds the identifier of the selected PPI item, 
independent of what operator input device was used to select that item. 
The 'Events' module or object has the function of decoding and matching operator 
input device events, obtained by interrupts from the devices, into events that match 
MMI elements meaningful to the system. Types of matchings required for the various 
combinations of platforms include: 
1) Matching IBM keyboard function key events to soft-button numbers to place 
in the button queue. This is required in the prototype PC systems where the 
softkey hardware is not yet available, or in a degraded mode of operation 
where the softkeys may have failed. 
2) Matching a softkey event to a soft-button position to place that button's 
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number in the button queue. 
3) Matching a joystick event position to either: 
a) inside a soft-button to place that button's number in the button queue, 
b) inside a toteline to place that toteline's number in the toteline queue, 
c) the position of an item inside the PPI to place that item selected in the 
PPI queue. 
4) Matching a touchpanel event position to either: 
a) inside a soft-button to place that button's number in the button queue, 
b) inside a toteline to place that toteline's number in the toteline queue, 
c) the position of an item inside the PPI to place that item selected in the 
PPI queue. 
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6. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION FILES 
System configuration or system setup files are used to enable precompiled software 
to run on a series of hardware platforms with different system configurations. The 
configuration files are used to specify the type of graphics display used, and the types 
of operator input devices used. The configuration files are text files that are read at 
program startup, to indicate to the program which set of code to run to interface to 
the hardware. 
6.1. Operator Input Device Configuration Files 
To speed up the prototyping process, as well as enabling the system software to run 
on different platforms, the operator input device interface code can be written for 
different platforms, the software compiled, and only at run-time need the software 
know what platform is being used as to what set of interface code to run. This is done 
using configuration files that indicate to the software which platform it is currently 
running on. These configuration files are read by the software at start-up, and the 
relevant operator input device interface is used. 
The input device configuration files also hold information about the types of input 
devices to be used, not only their type of interface to the system. For instance, the 
softkeys may not be present in the prototyping system, so use is made of the function 
keys on a normal IBM keyboard. Thus, the configuration file is used to indicate to 
the system that it must interpret function key codes as softkeys, instead of looking for 
the softkeys themselves. 
Figure 16 shows a sample operator input device configuration file, giving the options 
for the devices to be plugged into COM 1 or COM2 of a PC, or to be used in a MBII 
system, the options for types of softkey and keyboard codes to indicate to the program 
which lookup tables to use, whether or not touchpanel calibration is required, and 
whether a normal or extended keyboard is to be used. 
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/**********************************************************/ 
/* OPERATOR INPUT DEVICE SYSTEM SETUP FILE */ 
/* -Remove ! from i n f ront of required option */ 
/* -Place ! in front of non- required options */ 
I* -Place a, between options in each li s t */ 
/* -Place a - at end of each options list */ 
!**********************************************************/ 
/*Possible TouchPanel Inputs: Comport 1 OR Comport 2 OR Multibus II */ 
!TPCOM1,!TPCOM2,TPMBII-
/* Calibrate the TouchPanel */ 
TPCAL-
/* Possible Softkey Inputs: Compo r t 1 OR Comport 2 OR Multibus II */ 
!SKCOM1,!SKCOM2,SKMBII-
/* Possible Softkey Codes: IBM Keyboard OR Skint RS232 OR Skint IBM Codes *I 
!SKIBMKB,!SKSKINTRS232,SKSKINTIBM-
/* Possible Joystick Inputs: Comport OR Comport 2 OR Multibus II */ 
!JSKCOM1,!JSKCOM2,JSKMBII -
/* Possible Keyboard Inputs: Comport OR Comport 2 OR Multibus II */ 
!KBIBM,!KBCOM1,!KBCOM2,KBMBII-
/* Possible Keyboard Type: Present AND Extended OR Not Extended */ 
KBPRESENT,EXTEDKB-
Figure 16: Sample operator input device configuration file. 
6.2. Graphics Platform Configuration Files 
The graphics configuration files are used slightly differently to the input device 
configuration files. Unfortunately, the distinction between the different graphical 
hardware platforms cannot be made only at run-time, as the graphical code needs to 
include different graphics libraries depending on the graphics platform to be used. 
This means that the graphical code has to be recompiled and relinked to the rest of 
the code before it can run on a new platform. 
Thus, the graphical configuration file takes the form of information such as the screen 
size to be used, and other information that the software only needs to know at run-
time. 
Figure 17 shows a sample graphics configuration file , giving the options for the types 
of graphics configurations available. These options include whether VGA or RGI 
graphics is to be used , whether a 14 inch or 19 inch monitor size is to be used, and 
what the orientation of the display screen is (landscape, portrait left or portrait right). 
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/**********************************************************/ 
/* GRAPHICS SYSTEM SETUP FILE */ 
/* -Remove ! from in front of required options */ 
/* -Place ! in front of non-required options */ 
/*-Place a, between options in each list */ 
/*-Place a - at end of each options list */ 
/**********************************************************/ 
/* Possible Graphics Options: VGA OR RGI */ 
IVGA,!RGI-
/* Possible Screen Sizes: 14inch OR 19inch */ 
114,19-
/* Possible Screen Orientation: Landscape OR Portrait Left OR Portrait Right */ 
ILAND,!PL,PR-
Figure 17: Sample graphics system configuration file. 
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7. STATE-MACHINE DRIVEN USER-INTERFACES 
7.1. Classic State-Machines 
A state-machine is an event driven process, where an event causes an action or a 
series of actions to occur, and the state-machine changes to a new state as a result of 
the event [19]. Figure 18 shows a classic state-machine process. 
Event o STATE O Event 1 
Event 2 
Action for 
Event >---- STATE 1 
>---- STATE 2 
Figure 18: Classic state-machine process, showing states, events and actions. 
A real-time environment includes many processes that can be active concurrently [20]. 
User-system interactions may be viewed as events occurring in this real-time 
environment [20]. A control process, in the form of a state-machine, is required to 
co-ordinate these events. The interaction between the program and the user is an 
event-driven process, in which the events correspond to actions performed by the user 
via input devices [5]. The use of user-interface state-machines provides for easier and 
faster iterative development of the interface as requirements change following user 
comments of prototypes [24]. 
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7.2. System State-l\1achines 
The whole system operation is controlled by a series of state-machines. The two 
major state-machines are the logic-and-control state-machine, and the user-interface 
state-machine. The logic-and-control state-machine is used to interact with the system 
sensors to control their states dependent on operator inputs. The user-interface itself 
is state-machine driven, the events being operator inputs from the soft-button menus 
and sub-menus. 
7.3. User-Interface State-Machine 
The user-interface state-machine code is written in such a way that a state table is 
created in the form of a 2-dimensional matrix, where the matrix rows represent the 
current state, and the matrix columns represent the possible events available in the 
current state. The displayed menus and sub menus of soft-buttons represent the current 
states, and the events are the actual selection of the buttons themselves. The entry in 
the particular matrix cell that matches the current state and event, is a pointer to the 
action that must be performed for that particular state and event. Once the action has 
been performed, the state-machine may change to a new state. The state table is 
illustrated in Figure 19. 
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STATE EVENT ACTION NEXT STATE (present menu (button push) (function to call) (new menu to display) 
displayed) 
HAIN MENU Button 0 Select display item Main Menu 
Button 1 Draw menu 1 Menu 1 
Button 2 Draw menu 2 Menu 2 
Button 3 Draw menu 3 Menu 3 
Button 4 Draw menu 4 Menu 4 
Button 5 Draw menu 5 Menu 5 
Button 6 Draw menu 6 Menu 6 
Button 7 Draw menu 7 Menu 7 
MENU 1 Button 0 Select display item Menu 1 
Button 1 Action for button 1 Menu 1 
Button 2 Action for button 2 Menu 1 
Button 3 Action for button 3 Menu 1 
Button 4 Action for button 4 Menu 1 
Button 5 Action for button 5 Menu 1 
Button 6 Action for button 6 Menu 1 
Button 7 Draw mai n menu Main Menu 
I I I 
MENU 7 Butt on 0 Select display item Menu 7 
Button 1 Act i on for button 1 Menu 7 
Button 2 Action for button 2 Menu 7 
Button 3 Action for button 3 Menu 7 
Button 4 Action for button 4 Menu 7 
Button 5 Acti on for button 5 Menu 7 
Button 6 Action for button 6 Menu 7 
Button 7 Draw main menu Main Menu 
Figure 19: State table matrix, showing menus, buttons and action functions. 
Appendix A gives coded examples of the state table, showing the 2-d array of states 
(menus) and events (buttons). Each array element is a pointer to a button which must 
first be initialised and then placed in the array. 
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8. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF STANDARD DESIGN 
ELEMENTS 
Much work in the field of MMI design has been undertaken over the years within 
UEC Projects. Most of the Com mand and Control systems produced by the company 
have as their main component a user-interface that controls the whole system. This 
interface is the only point of contact between the operator and the system. For ease 
of operation and training, it was decided that there was a need to standardise certain 
aspects of the designs so as to prevent as much repetition of coding as possible. 
8.1. Design Process 
The design process usually entails the following steps: 
1) Design and layout of the screen together with the MMI menu and submenu 
functions available to the operator for controlling the system. This is done 
using a drawing or draughting package, and forms part of the preliminary 
design document together with a description of the system operation. This 
document is discussed with the user, and an initial feedback on the MMI 
design can be obtained from the user at this early stage before any coding 
takes place. 
2) Initial coding of the MMI design as agreed upon from the preliminary design 
document is then done. This forms the initial prototype and is usually coded 
for operation in a normal PC environment using VGA graphics and PC serial 
ports for operator input devices . User comments on layout and colours can be 
obtained using this prototype while coding is taking place for the final 
hardware platform. 
3) Coding of the system logic state-machine runs in parallel to the graphics 
coding, and can be used on the VGA prototype system to gain user feedback 
on how they feel about the system interaction and response time. 
4) The code is transferred to the final hardware platform, having been compiled 
with the required graphics drivers. 
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8.2. Projects Undertaken 
Projects undertaken to date using the design approaches and standard MMI elements 
and input devices discussed in this report, include many prototype systems, and two 
large actual project systems that are currently functional. 
In all project designs, an object-oriented design approach is used. For C+ + designs, 
this can be used directly using C + + classes, inheritance, and other aspects of the 
C+ + language that are directly related to object-oriented design. For designs coded 
in C, object orientation is not built into the language, but can be achieved using 
structures and modules to represent the classes . 
8.2.1. Prototype Systems 
Many VGA prototype MMI systems have been designed to obtain user 
comments before final design, and have also been used as portable 
demonstration systems to show the company's capabilities. Figure 20 shows 
a photograph of a typical VGA prototype configuration, with the display 
layout and colour coding clearly visible . 
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Figure 20: Photograph of a VGA system configuration used for 
prototyping and development. 
8.2.2. Designation Assembly (DA) 
This is a system written in Borland C + + that was able to make direct use of 
the MMI elements designed here by coding them into classes and making use 
of inheritance to create a truly object-oriented design. This system is currently 
being installed for operator training courses, having been through the complete 
design and development stages, including many designer-user demonstrations 
to obtain user feedback on the screen layout and displayed information. 
Sample C + + code of some of the standard object header files used in this 
design is given in Appendix D and Appendix E. Figure 21 shows a 
photograph of the final DA operator's console, which required a portrait 
orientation of the display, with the display layout and colour coding clearly 
visible. 
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Figure 21: Photograph showing the 
Designation Assembly operator console. 
8.2.3. System Resources Control Unit (SRCU) 
This is a system written in C that was able to make use of the MMI elements 
designed here by coding them into structures and modules rather than C+ + 
classes. The system is written in C as against C+ +, as at present there is 
only a C compiler available for the graphics platform used. This system is 
currently in the concept demonstration phase and has undergone two designer-
user demonstration sessions to obtain user feedback on screen layouts and 
displayed information. Sample C code of some of the standard object header 
files used in this design is given in Appendix B and Appendix C. Figure 22 
shows photographs of the final SRCU operator's console, with the display 
layout and colour coding clearly visible. The SRCU operator's console makes 
use of two monitors to convey different sets of information to the operator, the 
lower screen obviously holding the information most important to the operator. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This thesis is limited to an overview of the topic of system standardisation. The scope 
that it covers by no means describes the whole problem and all the solutions. As can 
be seen from the text, only certain aspects of the problem have been discussed. 
The requirements of this investigation were to standardise graphical and operator input 
device modules, with the aim of being able to transfer the code easily between 
different hardware platforms. The ability to transfer the software between different 
platforms has frequently been demonstrated with the MMI work done to date. 
Examples of this transfer capability were discussed in the body of this report. A 
particular advantage of the transfer capability is being able to prototype at low cost 
on PC platforms. 
The system design work carried out to date has largely been limited to the use of the 
languages Pascal, Borland C, and Borland C + +. These limitations have been due to 
the hardware platforms and real -time operating environments used, the design tools 
available, and to the customer's preferences. These languages may not be the most 
efficient for rapid, reusable MMI design. It is recommended that further work be done 
to investigate the possible use of other software packages, such as Visual C + + and 
Windows. This investigation needs to look not only at the ease of system design, but 
must also focus on the quality of MMI obtainable in relation to the customer's 
requirements. 
It is also recommended that further work be carried out in the area of observing the 
operators using the systems in their actual operating environment. This is to gain 
insight into whether or not the requirements and comments obtained during the 
prototyping sessions are in actual fact optimal for the operating environment. Since 
user-interface design is an iterative process, these designs can be constantly modified 
as requirements change and new systems are developed. 
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APPENDIX A 
Sample C and C + + user-interface driver state machine code. 
ALCSTMCH.C34 
BUTSTMCH.CPP 
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/****************************************************************************/ 
/* PROGRAM NAME ALCSTMCH.C34 */ 
/* DESCRIPTION Main state machine driver module. */ 
I* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE 1994 */ 
/****************************************************************************/ 
#include 11alcstmch.hpp11 
/*==========================================================================*/ 
/*=== DEFINE MAXIMUM MENUS AND BUTTONS ===*/ 
/*==========================================================================*/ 
#define MAX NO MENUS 5 
#define NO_OF_HENU_BUTTONS 4 
/*==========================================================================*/ 
/*=== DEFINE ALL MENUS NEEDED ===*/ 
/*==========================================================================*/ 
typedef enl.Jll 
{ 
MAIN MENU = 0, 
SUBMENU1 = 1, 
SUBMENU2 2, 
SUBMENU3 = 3, 
SUBMENU4 = 4 
} tMenus; 
/*==========================================================================*/ 
/*=== DEFINE ALL BUTTONS NEEDED AND THEIR POSITIONS ===*/ 
/*==========================================================================*/ 
typedef enl.Jll 
{ 
/* Main Menu Buttons */ 
B SUBMENU1 = 0, 
B-SUBMENU2 1, 
B-SUBMENU3 = 2, 
B=SUBMENU4 3, 
/* Return to Main Menu Button */ 
B_MAINMENU = 3, 
I* Spare Buttons */ 
B SPARED 0, 
B-SPARE1 1, 
B-SPARE2 = 2, 
B=SPARE3 3, 
/* Sub-Menu 1 Buttons *I 
B SM1 BUTTONO = 0, 
B-SM1-BUTTON1 1 I 
B=SM1=BUTTON2 2, 
/* Sub-Menu 2 Buttons *I 
B SM2 BUTTONO 0, 
B-SM2-BUTTON1 1, 
B=SM2=BUTTON2 2, 
/* Sub-Menu 3 Buttons *I 
B SM3 BUTTONO = 0, 
B-SM3-BUTTON1 1, 
B=SM3=BUTTON2 2, 
/* Sub-Menu 4 Buttons */ 
B SM4 BUTTONO 0, 
B-SM4-BUTTON1 1, 
B-SM4-BUTTON2 2 
} tButtons; 
!*==============================*/ 
/* Define 2-D state table array */ 
!*==============================*/ 
static button_type* _Button_array[MAX_NO_ALLOC_MENUS] [MAX_NO_ALLOC_MENU_BUTTONSl; 
/* Store the menu currently displayed */ 
static tMenus Present menu; 
/* Array of all possible button positions in ndc's ie: % of screen size */ 
extern ndc_rectangle button_positions[MAX_NO_BUTTON_POSITIONSl; 
!*==========================================================================*/ 
/*=== DECLARE INSTANCES OF ALL BUTTONS ON THE MM! ===*/ 
!*==========================================================================*/ 
/* MAIN MENU BUTTON -- PRESENT IN ALL SUB-MENUS*/ 
static button_type MainMenu; 
/* SPARE BUTTONS */ 
static button_type SpareO; 
static button type Spare1; 
static button=type Spare2; 
static button_type Spare3; 
A2 
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!* MAIN MENU BUTTONS */ 
static button_type SubMenu1; 
static button_type SubMenu2; 
static button_type SubMenu3; 
static button_type SubMenu4; 
/* SUB MENU 1 BUTTONS */ 
static-button_type SM1Button0 
static button_type SM1Button1 
static button_type SM1Button2 
!* SUB MENU 2 BUTTONS */ 
static-button_type SM2Button0; 
static button_type SM2Button1; 
static button_type SM2Button2; 
I* SUB MENU 3 BUTTONS */ 
static-button_type SM3Button0; 
static button_type SM3Button1; 
static button_type SM3Button2; 
I* SUB MENU 4 BUTTONS */ 
static-button_type SM4Button0; 
static button_type SM4Button1; 
static button_type SM4Button2; 
/*Prototypes of all action functions called by the state machine*/ 
static void MainMenuSelection(void); 
!*==========================================================================*! 
/*=== DEFINE ALL THE BUTTON ACTION FUNCTIONS ===*/ 
!*==========================================================================*! 
/*-----------------------------------------------------*/ 
I* FUNCTION */ 
I* DESCRIPTION : */ 
I* INPUTS */ 
I* OUTPUTS */ 
/*-----------------------------------------------------*/ 
static void MainMenuSelection(void) 
( 
ALLOCSTMCH DrawMenu(MAIN MENU); 
} /* end of-function MainMenuSelection */ 
/*----------------------------------------- - - - ---------*/ 
/* FUNCTION */ 
I* DESCRIPTION : */ 
/* INPUTS */ 
I* OUTPUTS */ 
/*------------------ - ----------- - ----------------------*/ 
static void SpareSelection(void) 
( 
} /* end of function SpareSelection */ 
!*==========================================================================*! 
/*=== DEFINITIONS OF ALL BUTTON STATE MACHINE CLASS FUNCTIONS ===*/ 
!*==========================================================================*/ 
/*------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* FUNCTION */ 
/*DESCRIPTION : Initialise the button state machine. */ 
!* INPUTS */ 
/* OUTPUTS */ 
/*--------------------------------------------- - ------- - ------*/ 
void ALLOCSTMCH Initialise(void) ( -
int menu no = O· 
int button_no =
1
0; 
Present menu = M MAIN MENU; 
for (menu no= O;-menu:no < MAX_NO_ALLOC_MENUS; menu_no++) ( -
} 
for (button no = O; button no < MAX NO ALLOC MENU BUTTONS; button_no++) ( - - -- - -
button_pressed[menu_nol Cbutton_nol = FALSE; 
button_pressed_countCmenu_noJ [button_no] = O; 
} 
!* MAIN MENU BUTTON -- PRESENT IN ALL SUB-MENUS*/ 
BUTTON Initial i se1(&Mai nMenu, button_pos it ions CB_MAI NMENUJ, B_ACT IVE, MainMenuSelect ion, "MAIN-MENU", 
B_AVAILABLE); 
/* SPARE BUTTONS */ 
BUTTON_Initialise1C&Spare0, 
BUTTON_Initialise1C&Spare1, 
BUTTON_Initialise1C&Spare2, 
BUTTON_Initialise1(&Spare3, 
button_positions[B_SPAREOJ, 
button_positionsCB_SPARE1J, 
button_positionsCB_SPARE2J, 
button_positions[B_SPARE3J, 
A3 
B INACTIVE, SpareSelection, 
B-INACTIVE, SpareSelection, 
B-INACTIVE, SpareSelection, 
B=INACTIVE, SpareSelection, 
1111 , 
1111 , 
1111 , 
1111 , 
B_UNAVAILABLE); 
B_UNAVAILABLE); 
B_UNAVAILABLE); 
B_UNAVAILABLE); 
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/* MAIN MENU BUTTONS */ 
BUTTON_Initialise1C&SubMenu1, button_positi ons[B_SUBMENU1l, B_ACTIVE, SubMenu1Selection, "SUBMENU1 " , 
B_AVAILABLE); 
BUTTON_Initialise1C&SubMenu2, button_positi ons[B_SUBMENU2l, B_ACTIVE, SubMenu2Selection, "SUBMENU2", 
B_AVAILABLE); 
BUTTON_Initialise1C&SubMenu3, button_positi ons[B_SUBMENU3l, B_ACTIVE, SubMenu3Selection, "SUBMENU3", 
B AVAILABLE); 
BUTTON_Initialise1C&SubMenu4, button_positi ons[B_SUBMENU4l, B_ACTIVE, SubMenu4Selection, "SUBMENU4", 
B_AVAILABLE); 
/* SUB MENU 1 BUTTONS */ 
BUTTON_Initial ise1(&SM1Button0, button_positions[B_SM1_BUTTON0], B_ACTIVE, SM1Button0Selection, "BUTTON1", 
B AVAILABLE); 
BUTTON_Ini ti al i se1 C&SM1Button1, button_pos i ti ons [B_SM1_BUTTON1l, B_ACTIVE, SM1Button1Selecti on, "BUTTON2 11 , 
B AVAILABLE); 
BUTTON_Ini ti al i se1 C&SM1Button2, button_pos i ti ons [B_SM1_BUTTON2l, B_ACTIVE, SM1Button2Select ion, 11 BUTTON3 11 , 
B_AVAILABLE); 
/* SUB MENU 2 BUTTONS */ 
BUTTON_Ini ti al i se1C&SM2Button0, button_posi ti ons [B_SM2_BUTTON0l, B_ACTIVE, SM2Button0Selecti on, "BUTTON1", 
B AVAILABLE); 
BUTTON_Ini ti al i se1C&SM2Button1, button_posi ti ons [B_SM2_BUTTON1l, B_ACTIVE, SM2Button1Selecti on, "BUTTON2", 
B AVAILABLE); 
BUTTON_Ini ti al i se1(&SM2Button2, button_pos i tions [B_SM2_BUTTON2l, B_ACTIVE, SM2Button2Select ion, "BUTTON3", 
B_AVAILABLE); 
/* SUB MENU 3 BUTTONS */ 
BUTTON Initial ise1C&SM3Button0, button positions[B SM3 BUTTONOl, B ACTIVE, SM3Button0Selection, "BUTTON1", 
B AVAILABLE); - - - -
BUTTON_Ini ti al i se1 C&SM3Button1, button_pos it ions [B_SM3_BUTTON1l, B_ACTIVE, SM3Button1Selecti on, "BUTTON2", 
B AVAILABLE); 
BUTTON_Ini ti al i se1 C&SM3Button2, button_pos it ions [B_SM3_BUTTON2l, B_ACT IVE, SM3Button2Selecti on, "BUTTON3", 
B_AVAILABLE); 
/* SUB MENU 4 BUTTONS */ 
BUTTON_lnitial ise1(&SM4Button0, button_positions[B_SM4_BUTTON0l, B_ACTIVE, SM4Button0Selection, "BUTTON1", 
B AVAILABLE); 
BUTTON_Ini ti al i se1 (&SM4Button1, button_pos it ions [B_SM4_BUTTON1], B_ACTIVE, SM4Button1 Selection, "BUTTON2", 
B AVAILABLE); 
BUTTON_Ini ti al i se1 C&SM4Button2, button_pos it ions [B_SM4_BUTTON2l, B_ACT IVE, SM4Button2Selecti on, "BUTTON3", 
B_AVAILABLE); 
/*===========================================================================*/ 
!*=== INITIALISE THE BUTTON STATE MACHINE ARRAY WITH ALL THE BUTTONS ===*/ 
!*===========================================================================*/ 
/* Main Menu Buttons */ 
Button array[MAIN MENU] [B SUBMENU1] 
-Button-array[MAIN-MENUl [B-SUBMENU2l 
-Button-array[MAIN-MENU] [B-SUBMENU3] 
:Button:array[MAIN=MENU] [B:suBMENU4] 
/* Sub-Menu 1 Buttons */ 
&SubMenu1; 
&SubMenu2; 
&SubMenu3; 
&SubMenu4; 
Button array[SUBMENU1J [B SM1 BUTTONOJ = &SM1Button0; 
-Button-array[SUBMENU1l [B-SM1-BUTTON1] = &SM1Button1; 
-Button-array[SUBMENU1] [B-SM1-BUTTON2] = &SM1Button2; 
:Button:array[SUBMENU1l [B=MAINMENUl = &MainMenu; 
/* Sub-Menu 2 Buttons */ 
Button array[SUBMENU2] [B SM2 BUTTONO] = &SM2Button0; 
-Button-array[SUBMENU2l [B-SM2-BUTTON1l = &SM2Button1; 
-Button-array[SUBMENU2] [B-SM2-BUTTON2] = &SM2Button2; 
:Button:array[SUBMENU2] [B=MAINMENUl = &MainMenu; 
/* Sub-Menu 3 Buttons */ 
Button array[SUBMENU3] [B SM3 BUTTONO] = &SM3Button0; 
:Button:array[SUBMENU3J [B=SM3=BUTTON1l = &SM3Button1; 
Button array [SUBMENU3J [B SM3 BUTTON2l = &SM3Button2; 
:Button:array[SUBMENU3J [B=MAINMENUl = &MainMenu; 
/* Sub-Menu 4 Buttons */ 
Button array[SUBMENU4] [B SM4 BUTTONO] = &SM4Button0; 
-Button-array[SUBMENU4l [B-SM4-BUTTON1l = &SM4Button1; 
-Button-array[SUBMENU4] [B-SM4-BUTTON2] = &SM4Button2; 
:Button:array[SUBMENU4l [B=MAINMENUl = &MainMenu; 
ALLOCSTMCH_DrawMenu(MAIN_MENU); 
} /*end of function Initialise*/ 
!*==========================================================================*/ 
/*=== FUNCTIONS TO DRAW BUTTONS AND MENUS ===*/ 
!*==========================================================================*/ 
/*- - --------- - ---- - ------------ - - - - -- - - - - ---------------------------------*/ 
/* FUNCTION */ 
/* DESCRIPTION Function to draw a button only if its state has changed. */ 
/* INPUTS */ 
/* OUTPUTS */ 
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/*-------- - ----- -- ---- - - - -------------------- - ----- - - - ---------- - - -- - --- - -*/ 
static void ALLOCSTMCH DrawButton(tMenus menu, tButtons button) ( -
DISPLAYBUTTONS_Update(button, _Button_array[menul [button]); 
} /* end of function DrawButton */ 
/*------------------------------------------- - -------*/ 
I* FUNCTION */ 
/* DESCRIPTION : Function to draw a menu of buttons. */ 
I* INPUTS */ 
/* OUTPUTS */ 
/*------------------------------------------- - -------*/ 
static void ALLOCSTMCH DrawMenu(tMenus menu) ( -
int button = O; 
Present menu = menu; 
for (button = O; button < MAX_NO_ALLOC_MENU_BUTTONS; button++) 
DISPLAYBUTTONS_SetNewButton(button, _But ton_array[menu] [button]); 
} /* end of function DrawMenu */ 
/*==========================================================================*! 
/*=== MAIN EXECUTION FUNCTION CALLED ~HEN OPERATOR GETS A CHANCE TO RUN ===*/ 
/*==========================================================================*! 
/*------------- - - -- ----- - ---- - --------- - - - - - - - ------- - -*/ 
/* FUNCTION */ 
/* DESCRIPTION : Button state machine driver function. */ 
/* INPUTS */ 
/* OUTPUTS */ 
/*-------------------- - - - --- - -- - - - --------- - - - - - - - -----*/ 
static void ALLOCSTMCH_ButtonStateMachine(int button_number) 
( 
/* MAIN MENUS STATE MACHINE */ 
if ((button number >= 0) && (button number < MAX NO ALLOC MENU BUTTONS)) ( - - - -
if (BUTTON GetActive( Button array[ Present menu] [button number])== TRUE) ( - - - - - -
BUTTON GetAction( Button array[ Present menu] [button number])(); 
DISPLAYBUTTONS Pus hed(button nuTiber); - -} - -
} 
} /* end of function ButtonStateMachine */ 
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!****************************************************************************/ 
I* PROGRAM NAME BUTSTMCH.CPP *I 
I* DESCRIPTION Main state machine driver module. *I 
I* AUTHOR C.E. Alston *I 
I* DATE 1993 *I 
!****************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef BUTSTMCH HPP 
#include 11 butstm'Ch.hpp" 
#endif 
l*==========================================================================*I 
I*=== DEFINE MAXIMUM MENUS AND BUTTONS ===*I 
l*==========================================================================*I 
#define MAX NO MENUS 5 
#define NO_OF_MENU_BUTTONS 4 
l*==========================================================================*I 
I*=== DEFINE ALL MENUS NEEDED ===*I 
l*==========================================================================*I 
typedef em.rn 
{ 
MAIN MENU 0, 
SUBMENU1 = 1, 
SUBMENU2 2, 
SUBMENU3 = 3, 
SUBMENU4 = 4 
} tMenus; 
l*==========================================================================*I 
I*=== DEFINE ALL BUTTONS NEEDED AND THEIR POSITIONS ===*I 
l*==========================================================================*I 
typedef enun 
{ 
I* Main Menu Buttons *I 
B SUBMENU1 0, 
B-SUBMENU2 1, 
B-SUBMENU3 = 2, 
B=SUBMENU4 3, 
I* Return to Main Menu Button *I 
B_MAINMENU = 3, 
I* Spare Buttons *I 
B SPAREO 0, 
B-SPARE1 1, 
B-SPARE2 2, 
B=SPARE3 3, 
I* Sub-Menu 1 Buttons *I 
B SM1 BUTTONO 0, 
B-SM1-BUTTON1 1, 
B=SM1=BUTTON2 2, 
I* Sub-Menu 2 Buttons *I 
B SM2 BUTTONO 0, 
B-SM2-BUTTON1 1, 
B=SM2=BUTTON2 2, 
I* Sub-Menu 3 Buttons *I 
B SM3 BUTTONO 0, 
B-SM3-BUTTON1 1, 
B=SM3=BUTTON2 2, 
I* Sub-Menu 4 Buttons *I 
B SM4 BUTTONO 0, 
B-SM4-BUTTON1 = 1, 
B=SM4=BUTTON2 2 
} tButtons; 
II Array of all possible button pos1t1ons in ndc's ie: % of screen size 
extern ndc_rectangl~ button_positions[MAX_NO_BUTTON_POSITIONS]; 
II Store the menu currently displayed 
static tMenus Present menu = MAIN MENU; 
II Prototypes of all action functions called by the state machine 
static void MainMenuSelection(void); 
l*==========================================================================*I 
I*=== DEFINE ALL THE BUTTON ACTION FUNCTIONS ===*I 
l*==========================================================================*I l*---------------------------------------------- -------*I 
I* FUNCTION *I 
I* DESCRIPTION Action function for main menu button. *I 
I* INPUTS *I 
I* OUTPUTS *I 
l*------------------- ------------------------ ----------*I 
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static void MainMenuSelection(void) 
{ 
ButtonStateMachine->DrawMenu(MAIN MENU); 
} // end of function MainMenuSelection 
/*--------------------------------- - -------------------*/ 
/* FUNCTION */ 
/* DESCRIPTION : */ 
/* INPUTS */ 
I* OUTPUTS */ 
/*-----------------------------------------------------*/ 
static void SpareSelection(void) 
{ 
} // end of function SpareSelection 
!*==========================================================================*! 
!*=== DECLARE INSTANCES OF ALL BUTTONS ON THE MMI ===*/ 
!*==========================================================================*! 
!* MAIN MENU BUTTON -- PRESENT IN ALL SUB-MENUS*/ 
static logical_button MainMenu(button__positionsCB_MAINMENU], B_ACTIVE, MainMenuSelection, "MAIN-MENU", 
B_AVAILABLE); 
/* SPARE BUTTONS */ 
static logical_button SpareD(button__positionsCB_SPAREOl, B_INACTIVE, 
static logical_button Spare1(button__positions[B_SPARE1l, B INACTIVE, 
static logical_button Spare2(button__positionsCB_SPARE2l, B:INACTIVE, 
static logical_button Spare3(button__positionsCB_SPARE3l, B_INACTIVE, 
/* MAIN MENU BUTTONS */ 
SpareSelection, 
SpareSelection, 
SpareSelection, 
SpareSelection, 
1111 
' 1111 
' 1111 
' 1111 
' 
B_UNAVAILABLE); 
B_UNAVAILABLE); 
B_UNAVAILABLE); 
B_UNAVAILABLE); 
static logi cal_button SubMenu1(button__pos it ions CB_SUBMENU1l, B_ACTIVE, SubMenu1Selecti on, 11 SUBMENU1 11 , 
B AVAILABLE); 
static logical button SubMenu2(button__positi onsCB_SUBMENU2l, B_ACTIVE, SubMenu2Selection, 11SUBMENU2 11 , 
B AVAILABLE); -
static logical button SubMenu3(button__positi onsCB_SUBMENU3l, B_ACTIVE, SubMenu3Selection, 11 SUBMENU3 11 , 
B AVAILABLE); -
static logical button SubMenu4(button_positi ons[B_SUBMENU4], B_ACTIVE, SubMenu4Selection, 11 SUBMENU4 11 , 
B_AVAILABLE); -
/* SUB MENU 1 BUTTONS */ 
static logi cal_button SM1Button0(button_pos it ions CB_SH1_BUTTON0l, B_ACT IVE, SH1Button0Selecti on, "BUTTON1 11 , 
B AVAILABLE); 
static logi cal_button SH1Button1(button__pos it ions [B_SH1_BUTTON1], B_ACT IVE, SM1Button1Select ion, 11 BUTTON2 11 , 
B AVAILABLE); 
static logi cal_button SM1Button2(button__pos it ions CB_SH1_BUTTON2], B_ACT IVE, SM1 Button2Select ion, "BUTTON3 11 , 
B_AVAILABLE); 
I* SUB MENU 2 BUTTONS */ 
static -logi cal_button SM2Button0(button__posi ti ons CB_SH2_BUTTON0], B_ACT IVE, SM2Button0Selecti on, 11BUTTON1 11 , 
B AVAILABLE); 
static logi cal_button SM2Button1 (button__pos it ions [B_SH2_BUTTON1l, B_ACTIVE, SH2Button1Selecti on, 11 BUTTON2 11 , 
B AVAILABLE); 
static logi cal_button SM2Button2(button_pos it ons CB_SM2_BUTTON2l, B_ACTIVE, SH2Button2Selecti on, 11 BUTTON3 11 , 
B_AVAILABLE); 
/* SUB MENU 3 BUTTONS */ 
static -logi cal_button SM3Button0(button_pos i ti ons CB_SM3_BUTTON0l, B_ACTIVE, SH3Button0Selecti on, "BUTTON1 11 , 
B AVAILABLE); 
static logi cal_button SH3Button1 (button__pos i ti ons CB_SM3_BUTTON1], B_ACTIVE, SH3Button1Selecti on, "BUTTON2", 
B AVAILABLE); 
static logi cal_button SH3Button2(button__posi ti ons CB_SM3_BUTTON2l, B_ACTIVE, SH3Button2Selecti on, 11 BUTTON3 11 , 
B_AVAILABLE); 
I* SUB MENU 4 BUTTONS */ 
static logi cal_button SH4Button0(button__pos i ti ons CB_SM4_BUTTON0l, B_ACTIVE, SH4Button0Select ion, 11 BUTTON1 11 , 
B AVAILABLE); 
static logi ca l_button SH4Button1(button__pos it ions CB_SM4_BUTTON1], B_ACTIVE, SM4Button1 Selection, 11 BUTTON2 11 , 
B AVAILABLE); 
static logical_button SM4Button2(button_positi onsCB_SH4_BUTTON2l, B_ACTIVE, SM4Button2Selection, "BUTTON3", 
B_AVAILABLE); 
!*===========================================================================*/ 
/*=== INITIALISE THE BUTTON STATE MACHINE ARRAY ~ITH ALL THE BUTTONS ===*/ 
/*===========================================================================*/ 
logical button* button state machine:: Button array[MAX NO MENUS] [NO OF MENU BUTTONS] { - - - - - -- -- -
/* Main Menu */ 
{&SubMenu1, &SubMenu2, &SubMenu3, &SubMenu4}, 
/* Sub-Menu 1 */ 
{&SM1Button0, &SM1Button1, &SM1Button2, &MainMenu}, 
/* Sub-Menu 2 */ 
{&SM2Button0, &SM2Button1, &SM2Button2, &MainMenu}, 
/* Sub-Menu 3 */ 
{&SM3Button0, &SM3Button1, &SM3Button2, &MainMenu}, 
/* Sub-Menu 4 */ 
{&SM4Button0, &SM4Button1, &SM4Button2, &MainMenu}, 
}; 
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!*===========================================================================*/ 
!*=== MAIN BUTTON STATE MACHINE DRIVER FUNCTION ===*/ 
/*===========================================================================*/ 
/*------------------------------ - - - --- - ---- - - - ---------*/ 
I* FUNCTION : */ 
/* DESCRIPTION : Button state machine driver function. */ 
/* INPUTS */ 
I* OUTPUTS */ 
/*---------------- - -------------------------- - ---------*/ 
void button state machine::ButtonStateMachine( int button number) { - - -
/*Check that the button nLmber received is valid*/ 
if ((button nLmber >= 0) && (button nLmber < NO OF MENU BUTTONS)) { - - - - -
} 
/*Only call the action function if the but t on is available for selection*/ 
if C_Button_array[_Present_menul [button_nLmberl->Active()) 
{ 
/*Call the button's action function*/ 
_Button_array[_Present_menu] [button_number]->Action()(); 
/* Graphically simulate depressing the but t on*/ 
G Buttons Ptr->Pushed(button nLmber); 
} - - -
} //end of function ButtonStateMachine 
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APPENDIX B 
Sample listings of header files for standard MMI display element modules written in C for 
the TMS340 chip. 
BUTTON.H34 
DISPBTNS.H34 
MESSBAR.H34 
TOTELINE.H34 
TOTE.H34 
CURSORBX.H34 
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#ifndef BUTTON H34 
#define -BUTTON-H34-
/********************************************************************/ 
/* PROGRAM NAME BUTTON.H34 */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file containing butt on class declarations.*/ 
/* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE 1994 */ 
I* Slog $ */ 
/********************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL H34 
#include 11global.h34 11 
#endif 
/*------------------------------------------- - ---------------*/ 
/*Defines to determine if button is availabl e for selection*/ 
/*------------------------------------------- ----------------*/ 
#define B INACTIVE FALSE 
#define B:ACTIVE TRUE 
/*------------------------------------------- --------------------------*/ 
/* VALID BUTTON STATES USED BY THE DISPLAY SERVER TO DISPLAY BUTTON IN 
CORRECT STATE */ 
/*------------------------------------------- --------------------------*/ 
#define B INVISIBLE c BLACK 
#define B-UNAVAILABLE c-LIGHTGRAY 
#define B-AVAILABLE c-WHITE 
#define B-SELECTED c-GREEN 
#define B-TRUE SELECTED c-RED 
#define B:NOT_NEEDED c:YELLOW 
/* EnllTI for different button parts */ 
typedef enllTI 
{ 
PART1 = 1, 
PART2 2, 
PART3 3, 
PART4 4 
} button_parts; 
/*------------------------------------------- - ---------------------------------*/ 
/* Define a pointer to a function that takes no parameters and returns nothing */ 
/*------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------*/ 
typedef void C*function_pointer)(void); 
typedef struct 
{ 
ndc_rectangle position; 
int state; 
char label[50l; 
} box_type; 
typedef struct 
{ 
/* Graphical attributes */ 
int _No_of_parts; 
ndc rectangle Active area; 
int- Changed; - -
box_type _Part1; 
box_type _Part2; 
box_type _Part3; 
box_type _Part4; 
/* Logical attributes */ 
int Active; 
function_pointer _Action; 
} button_type; 
/* Functions to initialise different buttons */ 
void BUTTON_lnitialise1(button_type* Button, ndc_rectangle position, 
char* label_part1, int state_part1); 
void BUTTON_lnitialise2(button_type* Button, ndc_rectangle position, 
char* label_part1, int state_part1, 
char* label_part2, int state_part2); 
void BUTTON_lnitialise3(button_type* Button, ndc_rectangle position, 
char* label_part1, int state_part1, 
char* label_part2, int state_part2, 
char* label_part3, int state_part3); 
int active, function_pointer 
int active, function_pointer 
int active, function_pointer 
action, 
action, 
action, 
void BUTTON lnitialise4(button type* Button, ndc rectangle position, 
- char* Tabel_part1, int state_part1, 
char* label_part2, int state_part2, 
char* label_part3, int state_part3, 
char* label_part4, int state_part4); 
int active, function_pointer action, 
/* Functions to handle logical button attribut es */ 
int BUTTON_GetActive(button_type* Button); 
void BUTTON SetActive(button type* Button, int active); 
function_poTnter BUTTON_GetAction(button_type* Button); 
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/* Functions to handle graphical button attributes */ 
void BUTTON_SetChanged(button_type* Button, int changed); 
int BUTTON_GetChanged(button_type* Button); 
int BUTTON_GetState(button_type* Button, int part_no); 
void BUTTON_SetState(button_type* Button, int state, int part_no); 
char* BUTTON_Getlabel(button_type* Button, int part_no); 
void BUTTON_Setlabel(button_type* Button, char* label, int part_no); 
void BUTTON_Hide(button_type* Button>; 
void BUTTON_Draw(button_type* Button>; 
int BUTTON_lnside(button_type* Button, ndc po int); 
#endif /* of _BUTTON_H34_ */ 
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#ifndef DISPBTNS H34 
#define -DISPBTNS-H34-
/*************************************************************************/ 
/* PROGRAM NAME DISPBTNS.H34 */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file containing displayed buttons declarations.*/ 
I* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE 1994 */ 
I* Slog $ */ 
/*************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL H34 
#include 11 globaL.h3411 
#endif 
#ifndef BUTTON H34 
#include 11 button.h34 11 
#endif 
#define MAX_NO_BUTTON_POSITIONS 24 
void DISPLAYBUTTONS Initialise( int display); 
void DISPLAYBUTTONS=SetNewButton(int button_no, button_type* new_button); 
void DISPLAYBUTTONS_Update(int button_no, but t on_type* new_button); 
void DISPLAYBUTTONS Pushed(int button no); 
void DISPLAYBUTTONS=ShortPush(int button_no); 
void DISPLAYBUTTONS_Draw(void); 
#endif /* of _DISPBTNS_H34_ */ 
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#ifndef MESSBAR H34 
#define -MESSBAR-H34-
/*************************************************************************/ 
I* PROGRAM NAME MESSBAR.H34 */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file containing message bar class declarations. */ 
/* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
/* DATE 1994 */ 
I* $Log $ */ 
/*************************************************************************/ 
#include "global.h34" 
typedef struct 
{ 
ndc rectangle Position; 
char _Present_iiiessage[100l; 
char Last message[100]; 
int _Text_colour; 
int State; 
int :Last_state; 
int Changed; 
} message_bar; 
void MESSAGEBAR_Initialise(message_bar* Message, float top_left_h, float top_left_v, float bottom_right_h, 
float bottom_right_v, 
char* message, int text_colour, int state); 
void MESSAGEBAR_Message(message_bar* Message, char* message); 
void MESSAGEBAR_Update(message_bar* Message); 
#endif /* of _MESSBAR_H34_ */ 
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#ifndef TOTELINE H34 
#define -TOTELINE-H34-
/*********************************************************************************/ 
/* PROGRAM NAME TOTELINE.H34 */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file containing graph ical tote line class declarations. */ 
/* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
/* DATE 1994 */ 
/* $Log $ */ 
!*********************************************************************************! 
#include "global.h34" 
#define MAX_NO_TOTE_COLUMNS 5 
/*------------------------------- - - --- - -- - - -- --- --------------- - ----*/ 
/*States a tws target and tote line can be i n for display purposes*/ 
/*------------------------------ - ------------ - ----- - - - ----------- - --*/ 
#define TWS INVISIBLE c BLACK 
#define TWS-UNAVAILABLE c-LIGHTGRAY 
#define TWS-AVAILABLE c-WHITE 
#define TWS-SELECTED c-LIGHTCYAN 
#define TWS-DESIGNATED c-GREEN 
#define TWS-POSITIONED c-GREEN 
#define TWS-NOT NEEDED c-BROWN 
#define TWS=EDIT c=RED 
#define TARGET ID PARAMETER 0 
#def ine AZIMUTH RELATIVE PARAMETER 1 
#define RANGE PARAMETER - 2 
#define COURSE PARAMETER 3 
#define SPEED PARAMETER 4 
#define NO_PARAMETER 5 
typedef struct 
{ 
ndc rectangle Position; 
ndc-rectangle -Element[MAX NO TOTE COLUMNS]; 
int- No of collimns; - - -
int =HighlTght_parameter; 
int TWS m.mber; 
char-target id buffer[20l; 
char azimuth relative buffer[20l; 
char range bufferr201; 
char course buffer[20l; 
char speed_buffer[20l; 
} toteline_type; 
void TOTELINE_Initialise(toteline_type* toteline, ndc_rectangle line_position, int no_of_colLmns); 
void TOTELINE SetTWSNumber(toteline type* toteline, int tws number); 
int TOTELINE GetTWSNumberCtoteline type* toteline); -
void TOTELINE_Highlight(toteline_type* toteline, int paramter, int highlight); 
void TOTELINE_EditParameter(toteline_type* toteline, int parameter, char* new_label); 
void TOTELINE_Update(toteline_type* toteline); 
int TOTELINE_Inside(toteline_type* toteline, ndc event_position); 
#endif /* of _TOTELINE_H34_ */ 
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#ifndef TOTE H34 
#define -TOTE-H34 
/**************************************************************************/ 
I* PROGRAM NAME TOTE.H34 */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file containing logi cal tote class declarations. */ 
/* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
/* DATE 1994 */ 
!* $Log $ */ 
/**************************************************************************/ 
#include 11 global.h34 11 
#include "totel ine.h34" 
#define MAX_NO_TOTE_LINES 8 
void TOTE_ScrollYholeToteUp(void); 
void TOTE ScrollToteUp(int empty line); 
int TOTE_CanScrollToteUp(void); -
void TOTE ScrollYholeToteDown(void); 
void TOTE=ScrollToteDown(int empty_line); 
int TOTE CanScrollToteDown(void); 
void TOTE_DropTYS(int tws_no); 
int TOTE TYSSelected(void); 
int TOTE=TYSNotDesignated(void); 
void TOTE_Execute(void); 
void TOTE lnitialise(void); 
void TOTE=AddOrUpdateTarget(int tws_no); 
void TOTE AddNewTarget(int tws no); 
void TOTE-Highlight(int paramter, int highlight); 
void TOTE-EditParameter(int parameter, char* new label); 
void TOTE-Update(void); -
int TOTE_CheckTotelineEvent(ndc event_position); 
#endif /* of _TOTE_H34_ */ 
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#ifnc:lef CURSORBX H34 
#define -CURSORBX-H34-
/*********************************************************************************/ 
/* PROGRAM NAME CURSORBX.H34 */ 
/*DESCRIPTION : Header file containing cursor box declarations. */ 
I* AUTHOR : C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE : 1994 */ 
/* Slog S */ 
/*********************************************************************************/ 
#include "global.h3411 
void CURSORBOX_lnitialise(void); 
void CURSORBOX_Update(void); 
#endif /* of _CURSORBX_H34_ */ 
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APPENDIX C 
Sample listings of header files for standard operator input device modules written in C for 
a PC platform, and C for the TMS340 chip. 
KEYBOARD.H 
MOUSE.H 
SOFTKEYS.H34 
EVENTS.H34 
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#ifndef KEYBOARD H 
#define -KEYBOARD_H_ 
/***************************************************************************/ 
I* PROGRAM NAME KEYBOARD.H */ 
/* DESCRIPTION Keyboard interrupt class. */ 
I* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE 1993 */ 
I* Slog S */ 
/***************************************************************************/ 
#include "global .h" 
#include "keys.h" 
void KEYBOARD lnitialise(void); 
void KEYBOARD:Execute(void); 
key type KEYBOARD_MapSkintRS232Keys(l.llSigned char key); 
voia KEYBOARD_Reset(void); 
#endif /*_KEYBOARD_HPP_*/ 
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#ifndef MOUSE H 
#define -MOUSE_H_ 
/*************************************************************************/ 
I* MODULE NAME MOUSE.H */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file for mouse class. */ 
/* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE 1993 */ 
I* Slog S */ 
/*************************************************************************/ 
#include 11global.h11 
void MOUSE Execute(void); 
void MOUSE-Show(void>; 
void MOUSE-Hide(void); 
pixel MOUSE_PresentPosition(void>; 
void MOUSE_SetPosition(unsigned char x_count, unsigned char y_count); 
#endif /*end of _MOUSE_H_*/ 
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#ifndef SOFTKEYS H34 
#define -SOFTKEYS-H34-
/*************************************************************************/ 
I* PROGRAM NAME SOFTKEYS.H34 */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file containing the softkey class declarations. */ 
/* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE 1994 */ 
I* Slog S */ 
/*************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL H34 
#include 1111looal .h3411 
#endif 
void SOFTKEYS_lnitialise(void); 
fnt SOFTKEYS_Execute(void); 
#endif /*of _SOFTKEYS_HPP_ */ 
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#ifndef EVENTS H34 
#define -EVENTS-H34-
/***************************************************************/ 
/* FILE NAME EVENTS.H34 */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file for the events class. */ 
/* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
!* DATE 1994 */ 
/* $Log $ */ 
/***************************************************************/ 
#include 119lobal.h34 11 
#include 11queue.h34 11 
#include 11keys.h34 11 
/* Functions to add events to the event queues */ 
void EVENTS Initialise(void); 
void EVENTs:softkeyEvent(unsigned char keycode); 
void EVENTS_KeyboardEvent(key_type keypressed); 
void EVENTS_RS232KeyboardEvent(unsigned char key); 
void EVENTS CheckForEvent(void); 
void EVENTs:AllocboxLineSpaceBar(void); 
void EVENTS_SoftkeyEventCheck(void); 
void EVENTS_JSKEventHandler(pixel position); 
!* Functions to decode what events have occurred */ 
int EVENTS_ButtonSelected(void); 
int EVENTS AllocboxLineSelected(void); 
int EVENTS=TWSNunberSelected(void); 
void EVENTS KeyboardEventCheck(void); 
void EVENTS=JoystickEventCheck(void); 
int EVENTS_Terminate(void); 
key_type EVENTS_KeyboardTest(void); 
int EVENTS_SoftkeyTest(void); 
ndc EVENTS_JoystickTest(void); 
#endif /* of _EVENTS_H34_ */ 
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APPENDIX D 
Sample listings of header files for standard MMI display element modules written in Borland 
c++ . 
G BUTTON.HPP 
L BUTTON.HPP 
MESSBAR.HPP 
G TOTELN.HPP 
G TOTE.HPP 
L TOTE.HPP 
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#ifndef G BUTTON HPP 
#define -G-BUTTON-HPP-
/******************************************************************************/ 
/* PROGRAM NAME G BUTTON.HPP */ 
/*DESCRIPTION : Header file containing graphical button class declarations.*/ 
/*AUTHOR : C.E. Alston+ C. de Villiers */ 
/* DATE : 1993 */ 
/******************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#include "global .hj)p11 
#end if 
#ifndef COORDS HPP 
#include "coords.hpp" 
#endif 
#ifndef ATTRIB HPP 
#include "attrlb.hpp" 
#end if 
#ifndef GTEXTBOX HPP 
#include "gtextbox.hpp" 
#endif 
/*- -- ------------------------------- - --------------------------- - - - ----*/ 
/* VALID BUTTON STATES USED BY THE DISPLAY SERVER TO DISPLAY BUTTON IN 
CORRECT STATE */ 
/*------------------------------- -- --------------------------- - - - ----- -*/ 
typedef enl.ITI {B_INVISIBLE = c_BLACK, 
B UNAVAILABLE c LIGHT GREY, // c_LIGHTGRAY, 
B-AVAILABLE c-WHITE~ 
B-SELECTED c-GREEN, // c_LIGHTGREEN, 
B-REL SELECTED c-RED, 
B-NOT-NEEDED c-YELLOW, 
B-TEST IN PROGRESS c-YELLOW, 
B=TEST=PASSED c=GREEN, 
B TEST FAILED c RED, 
B-TEST-UNKNOWN c-CYAN, 
B=CARD=NOT_RESPONDING c=BLUE} button_states; 
/ *-------------------- - ---*/ 
I* GRAPHICAL BUTTON CLASS */ 
/*-------- - -------- - ------*/ 
class graph ical_button:public gshape 
{ 
private: 
int _No_of_parts; 
wwindow Active area; // covers the entire button 
gtextbox-* PartC4l; //caters for multipa r t buttons 
public: -
graphical_button(); 
graphical_button( wwindow position, 
char* label_part1, button_s tates state_part1); 
graphical_button( wwindow position, 
char* label_part1, button s tates state_part1, 
char* label_part2, button=s tates state_part2); 
graphical_button( wwindow position, 
char* label_part1, button s tates state_part1, 
char* label_part2, button=s tates state_part2, 
char* label part3, button s tates state part3); 
graphical_button( wwindow position, char* label_part1, bUtton_states state_part1, 
char* label_part2, button_s tates state_part2, 
char* label_part3, button_s tates state_part3, 
char* label_part4, button_states state_part4); 
virtual boolean Visible(const boolean IsVi s ible); 
button_states State(int part_no = 1); 
void State(button states state, int part no = 1); 
const char* Label(int part_no); -
void Label(const char* label, i nt part_no=1); 
boolean Inside(ndc point); 
-graphical_button(); 
}; //end of class graphical_button 
#endif //_G_BUTTON_HPP_ 
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#ifndef L BUTTON HPP 
#define -L-BUTTON-HPP-
/****************************************************************************/ 
/* PROGRAM NAME L BUTTON.HPP */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file containing logical button class declarations.*/ 
/* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE 1993 *I 
I* $Log $ *I 
/****************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#include "global .hpp" 
#endif 
#ifndef G BUTTON HPP 
#include iig_button.h'PP" 
#endif 
/* EnllllS for adressing parts of buttons */ 
typedef em.m 
{ 
PART1 1, 
PART2 = 2, 
PART3 = 3, 
PART4 = 4 
} button_parts; 
/*-----------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/*Defines to determine if button is availabl e for selection*/ 
/*-----------------------------------------------------------*/ 
const boolean B INACTIVE = FALSE; 
const boolean B=ACTIVE = TRUE; 
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Define a pointer to a function that takes no parameters and returns nothing */ 
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 
typedef void (*function_pointer)(void); 
/*----------------------*/ 
/* LOGICAL BUTTON CLASS */ 
/*----------------------*/ 
class logical_button: public graphical_button 
{ 
private: 
boolean Active; 
function~inter _Action; 
public: 
logical button(); 
logical=button(wwindow position, boolean active, function_pointer action, 
char* label_part1, button_sta t es state_part1); 
logical_button(wwindow position, boolean active, function_pointer action, 
char* label_part1, button_sta t es state_part1, 
char* label_part2, button_sta t es state_part2); 
logical_button(wwindow position, boolean active, function_pointer action, 
char* label_part1, button_stat es state_part1, 
char* label_part2, button_sta t es state_part2, 
char* label_part3, button_sta t es state_part3); 
logical_button(wwindow position, boolean active, function_pointer action, 
char* label_part1, button_sta t es state_part1, 
char* label_part2, button_sta t es state_part2, 
char* label_part3, button_sta t es state_part3, 
char* label_part4, button_sta t es state_part4); 
boolean Active(void); 
void Active(boolean active); 
function_pointer Action(void>; 
-logical button(); 
>; //end of class logical_button 
#endif //_L_BUTTON_HPP_ 
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#ifndef MESSBAR HPP 
#define -MESSBAR-HPP-
/*************************************************************************/ 
!* PROGRAM NAME MESSBAR.HPP */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file containing message bar class declarations. */ 
I* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE 1993 */ 
/* Slog $ */ 
/*************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#include 11 global.hpp" 
#endif 
#ifndef GTEXTBOX HPP 
#include 11gtextb0x.hpp11 
#endif 
const int MAX_NO_MESSAGES = 10; 
class message_bar: public gtextbox 
{ 
private: 
struct message bar struct { - -
colour message colour; 
colour bar colour; 
char message[80l; 
}; 
message_bar_struct _Message_array[MAX_NO_MESSAGESl; 
int _Message_displayed; 
public: 
message bar(); 
message-bar(double top_left_h, double top_left_v, 
- double bottom_right_h, double bottom_right_v, 
char* message, colour text_colour, colour state, boolean visible); 
void Message(char* message, colour text colour= c DARK GREY, colour state= c YHITE); 
void Error(char* message, colour text_colour = c_DARK_GREY, colour state= c_YHITE>; 
void Prompt(char* message, colour text_colour = c_DARK_GREY, colour state= c_YHITE>; 
void ScrollUp(void); 
void ScrollDown(void); 
-message bar(); 
}; //end of function message_bar 
#endif //of _MESSBAR_HPP 
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#ifndef G TOTELN HPP 
#define -G-TOTELN-HPP-
/*********************************************************************************/ 
!* PROGRAM NAME G TOTELN.HPP */ 
/*DESCRIPTION : Header file containing graphical tote line class declarations.*/ 
/*AUTHOR : C.E. Alston+ C. de Vill iers */ 
/* DATE : 1993 */ 
/*********************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#include 11global.hpp" 
#endif 
#ifndef ATTRIB HPP 
#include 11attrTb.h'PP11 
#endif 
#ifndef GTEXTBOX HPP 
#include "gtextbOx.hpp" 
#endif 
/*------------------------------ - ------------------- - ---------------*/ 
/*States a tws target and tote line can be i n for display purposes*/ 
/*------------------------- - ------------------------------- - --------*/ 
typedef enl.Jll {TWS_INVISIBLE c_BLACK, 
TWS_UNAVAILABLE = c_LIGHT_GREY, 
TWS_AVAILABLE = c_WHITE, 
TWS SELECTED c CYAN, 
TWS=DESIGNATED c=GREEN, 
TWS POSITIONED c GREEN, 
TWS=NOT_NEEDED = c=YELLOW, 
TWS_EDIT c_RED} tws_states; 
typedef enl.Jll {TARGET ID PARAMETER, 
AZIMUTH TRUE PARAMETER, 
AZIMUTH-RELATIVE PARAMETER, 
RANGE PARAMETER,-
COURSE PARAMETER, 
SPEED PARAMETER, 
SENSOR_PARAMETER, 
COMMENT PARAMETER, 
TWS STATUS PARAMETER, 
NO_PARAMETER} target_parameter_type; 
const int max no tote columns = 9; 
const float tote=element_width = 8.0; 
class graphical_tote_line 
{ 
private: 
target_parameter_type _Highlight_parameter; 
int TWS nl.Jllbe r; 
wwindow -Position; 
gtextbox- Element[max no tote columns]; 
public: - - - -
graphical_tote_line(); 
void Position(wwindow line position); 
void Visible(const boolean-NewVisible); 
void FillColour(const colour NewColour); 
void BorderColour(const colour NewColour); 
void TextColour(const colour NewColour); 
void TWSNl.Jllber(int tws number); 
int TWSNl.Jllber(void); -
void Highlight(target parameter type paramter , boolean highlight); 
void EditParameter(target_parameter_type parameter, char* new_label); 
void SetValues(void); 
-graphical_tote_line(); 
}; //end of class graphical_tote_line 
#endif //of _G_TOTELN_HPP_ 
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#ifndef G TOTE HPP 
#define -G-TOTE-HPP-
/****************************************************************************/ 
I* PROGRAM NAME G TOTE.HPP */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file containing graphical tote class declarations. */ 
/*AUTHOR C.E. Alston+ C. de Villiers */ 
I* DATE 1993 */ 
I* $Log $ */ 
/****************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#include 119lob8l.hpp11 
#endif 
#ifndef G TOTELN HPP 
#include iig_toteTn.h'PP" 
#endif 
class tote_heading:public gbox 
// Individual tote coliinn headings are added to _ShapeList 
{ 
public: 
tote heading(); 
-tote=heading(); 
>; //end of class tote_heading 
class graphical_tote : public gbox 
II Contains an array of graphical_tote_line 
{ 
private: 
tote_heading _Tote_heading; 
protected: 
graphical_tote_line _Tote[MAX_NO_TOTE_LINESl; 
int _Present_tote_line_selected; 
public: 
graphical_tote(); 
void Highlight(target_parameter_type paramter, boolean highlight); 
void EditParameter(target_parameter_type parameter, char* new_label); 
void SetValues(void); 
boolean Visible(const boolean NewVisible); 
-graphical_tote(); 
>; //end of class graphical_tote 
#endif //of _G_TOTE_HPP_ 
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#ifndef L TOTE HPP 
#define -L-TOTE-HPP 
/**************************************************************************/ 
I* PROGRAM NAME L TOTE.HPP */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file containing Logical tote class declarations. */ 
/* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
!* DATE 1993 */ 
I* $Log $ *I 
/**************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#include 11globil .hpp" 
#endif 
#ifndef G TOTE HPP 
#include iig_tote.h°PP" 
#end if 
class logical_tote : public graphical_tote 
{ 
private: 
void lnitialise(void); 
void SelectTWS(int line no); 
void DeselectTWSCint line no); 
void Add(int tws_niinber);-
void DropTsOffTargets(void); 
void AddNewTargetsToTote(void); 
void CheckToteLineSelection(void); 
void CheckPPITargetSelection(void); 
void FillEmptyToteLines(void); 
int TargetAlreadylnTote(int tws_nllllber); 
public: 
logical tote(); 
void ScrollToteUpCint ~ty_line); 
boolean CanScrollToteUp(int niinber_of_targets_tracked); 
void ScrollToteOown(int ~ty_line); 
boolean CanScrollToteOown(int niinber of targets tracked); 
void DropTWSCint line_no =NONE); - - -
int TWSSelected(void); 
boolean ToteEmpty(void); 
void Execute(void); 
-logical tote(); 
); //end of class logical tote 
#endif //of _L_TOTE_HPP_ 
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APPENDIX E 
Sample listings of header files for standard operator input device modules written in Borland 
c++. 
KEYBOARD.HPP 
MOUSE.HPP 
SOFTKEYS.HPP 
TPNL.HPP 
G EVENTS.HPP 
L EVENTS.HPP 
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#ifndef KEYBOARD HPP 
#define -KEYBOARD-HPP-
/***************************************************************************/ 
I* PROGRAM NAME KEYBOARD.HPP *I 
I* DESCRIPTION Keyboard interrupt class. *I 
I* AUTHOR C.E. Alston *I 
I* DATE 1993 *I 
I* Slog S *I 
/***************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#include 11globil.hpp11 
#end if 
#ifndef KEYS HPP 
#include 11keys.hi)p11 
#endif 
const int keyboard_interrupt_level = Ox09; 
const int keyboard_irq_nlllt>er = Ox01; 
const class keyboard 
{ 
private: 
intvect oldvect; 
void lnitialise(void); 
void Reset(void); 
public: 
keyboard(); 
void Execute(void); 
key_type MapSkintRS232Keys(unsigned char key); 
-keyboard(); 
>; II end of class keyboard 
#endif ll_KEYBOARD_HPP_ 
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#ifndef MOUSE HPP 
#define -MOUSE-HPP-
/*************************************************************************/ 
/* MODULE NAME MOUSE.HPP */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file for mouse class. */ 
/* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE 1993 *I 
/* Slog S */ 
/*************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#include 11global.hpp11 
#endif 
#ifndef GDRIVER HPP 
#include 11gdriver.hpp11 
#endif 
#define MOUSE_INTERRUPT Ox33 
/*- ----------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Prototypes of functions used by other modules */ 
/*-----------------------------------------------*/ 
class mouse 
{ 
private: 
boolean _Mouse_displayed; 
boolean Handler installed; 
boolean -left_pressed; 
boolean right_pressed; 
boolean middle_pressed; 
boolean left_right_pressed; 
boolean left middle pressed; 
boolean right_middle_pressed; 
boolean all_three_pressed; 
pixel position; 
void lnitialise(void); 
void Reset(void); 
void SetXRange(int x1, int x2); 
void SetYRange(int y1, int y2); 
void GetStatus(void); 
void RegisterHandler(word interrupt_mask, void (far *interrupt_func)() ); 
boolean LeftButtonPressed(void); 
boolean RightButtonPressed(void); 
boolean LeftRightPressed(void); 
public: 
mouse(); 
void Execute(void); 
void Show(void); 
void Hide(void); 
pixel PresentPosition(void); 
void SetPosition(pixel position); 
void SetPosition(unsigned char x count, unsi gned char y_count); 
-mouse(); -
}; //end of class mouse 
#endif //end of _MOUSE_HPP_ 
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#ifndef SOFTKEYS HPP 
#define -SOFTKEYS-HPP-
/*************************************************************************/ 
/* PROGRAM NAME SOFTKEYS.HPP */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file containing the softkey class declarations. */ 
/* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
/* DATE 1993 */ 
I* Slog $ *I 
/*************************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#inclucte "globil.hpP" 
#endif 
class softkeys 
{ 
public: 
soft keys(); 
int MatchButton(~signed char keycode); 
-soft keys(); 
>; //end of class softkeys 
#endif //end of _SOFTKEYS_HPP_ 
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#ifndef TPNL HPP 
#define -TPNL-HPP-
/*************************************************************************/ 
I* MODULE NAME TPNL.HPP */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file for touch panel driver class. */ 
I* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
/*DATE 1993 */ /* Slog S */ 
!*************************************************************************/ 
#include <stdio.h> 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#include 11globi1 .h?P11 
#endif 
#ifndef GDRIVER HPP 
#include 11gdriver.hpp11 
#endif 
typedef struct 
{ 
int x; 
int y; 
} int_pixel; 
/*---------------------------------------------*/ 
/* Comnands used to initilaise the touch panel */ 
/*------------------ - ----- - --------------------*/ 
typedef em.111 
{ 
NO COMMAND, 
RESET CONTROLLER, 
MOO"E POI NT I 
MOOE-STREAM, 
FORMAT DECIMAL, 
FORMAT-HEXADECIMAL, 
FORMAT-TABLET 
} tp_coiiinands; 
class touch_panel 
{ 
private: 
struct 
{ 
boolean Calibrated; 
int_pixeT _R_low; 
int_pixel _R_high; 
int_pixel _s_low; 
int_pixel _s_high; 
int_pixel _Delta_r; 
int_pixel _Delta_s; 
int_pixel _Xy_point_pressed; 
boolean Pressed; 
} Info; -
FILE*File; 
boolean _Tp_initialised; 
boolean _Response_ok; 
boolean _No_response_f rom_TP; 
void WaitForResponse(void); 
void WaitForPush(void); 
int SaveParameters(void); 
int LoadParameters(void); 
int_pixel GetCoordinates(int_pixel marker_pos ition); 
void AdjustGraphicsScreen(void); 
void Reset(void); 
boolean Service(int_pixel position_pressed); 
int Calibrate(boolean calibrate); 
public: 
touch _panel(); 
void lnitialise(void); 
void IRQHandler(byte input_byte); 
void ChangeMode(tp commands mode); 
-touch_panel(); -
}; //end of class touch_panel 
#endif //end of _TPNL_HPP_ 
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#ifndef G EVENTS HPP 
#define -G-EVENTS-HPP-
/*****************************************************************/ 
/* FILE NAME G EVENTS.HPP */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file for the graphical events class. */ 
I* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE 1993 */ 
I* $Log $ *I 
/*****************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#include 11global.hpp11 
#endif 
#ifndef QUEUE HPP 
#include 11queue.hi)p11 
#endif 
#ifndef COORDS HPP 
#include 11coords.hpp11 
#endif 
typedef emrn 
{ 
NO EVENT, 
BUTTON EVENT, 
TOTELINE_EVENT I 
TWS EVENT 
} event_type; 
typedef struct 
{ 
event_type event; 
int button nl.lllber; 
int toteline nl.lllber; 
int tws nl.lllber; 
} event_structure; 
class graphical_events 
{ 
private: 
queue<event_structure> _Event_queue; 
pixel _Tp_test_point; 
boolean CheckButtonEvent(ndc event_position); 
boolean CheckToteLineEvent(ndc event position); 
boolean CheckTWSEvent(ndc event_position); 
public: 
graphical_events(); 
void TPEventHandler(pixel position); 
void JSKEventHandler(pixel position); 
event_structure GetEvent(void); 
/* Functions for device tests in maintenance mode */ 
ndc TouchPanelTest(void); 
ndc JoystickTest(void); 
-graphical_events(); 
>; //end of class graphical_events 
#endif //end of _L_EVENTS_HPP_ 
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#ifndef L EVENTS HPP 
#define -L-EVENTS-HPP-
/***************************************************************/ 
I* FILE NAME L EVENTS.HPP */ 
/*DESCRIPTION Header file for the logical events class. */ 
I* AUTHOR C.E. Alston */ 
I* DATE 1993 */ 
/* $Log $ *I 
/***************************************************************/ 
#ifndef GLOBAL HPP 
#include 11glotJal .hw" 
#endif 
#ifndef G EVENTS HPP 
#include iig_events.hw" 
#endif 
#ifndef QUEUE HPP 
#include 11queue.hpp11 
#endif 
#ifndef KEYS HPP 
#include 11 keys.hpp11 
#endif 
const int max_id_length = 3; 
class events : public graphical_events 
( 
private: 
queue<int> Button event queue; 
queue<int> =Tote_event_queue; 
queue<int> _TWS_event_queue; 
queue<key_type> _Keyboard_event_queue; 
boolean _Maintenance_mode_requested; 
boolean _Operational_mode_requested; 
boolean Terminate; 
key_type-_Testkey; 
int _Test_softkey; 
void CheckTargetldSelection(key_type keypressed, boolean check_selection); 
public: 
events(); 
/* Functions to add events to the event queues */ 
void MouseEvent(pixel mouse_position); 
void SoftkeyEvent(unsigned char keycode); 
void KeyboardEvent(key_type keypressed); 
void RS232KeyboardEvent(unsigned char key); 
void CheckForEvent(void); 
void MBllTPEventCheck(void); 
void MBllJSKEventCheck(void); 
void MBllKBEventCheck(void); 
void MBllSKEventCheck(void); 
void MBIIEventCheck(void); 
void ToteLineSpaceBarSelection(void); 
/* Functions to decode what events have occur red */ 
int ButtonSelected(void); 
int ToteLineSelected(void); 
int TWSNli!lberSelected(void); 
void KeyboardEventCheck(void); 
void MaintenanceModeRequested(boolean request ed); 
boolean MaintenanceModeRequested(void); 
void OperationalModeRequested(boolean request ed); 
boolean OperationalModeRequested(void); 
boolean Terminate(void); 
key_type KeyboardTest(void); 
int SoftkeyTest(void); 
-events(); 
}; //end of class events 
#endif //end of _L_EVENTS_HPP 
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